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Abstract—In order to build a fully automated system that analyzes the information in face image, there is a need for robust and 
efficient face detection algorithms. One of the fastest and most successful approaches in this field was presented by Viola. In this 
paper, Viola approach is used as the basis algorithm in order to propose a new efficient face detection system. Using Haar-like 
features for facial parts and learning these features by AdaBoost algorithm make proposed approach possible to detect occluded 
faces and increase the detection rate. Moreover, some preprocessing techniques are also used to limit the candidate places which 
make final algorithm runs faster. The experimental results represent that, the proposed approach has the capability of achieving a 
detection rate of 94.7% while false positive rate is just 2% .Furthermore, this system can detect faces in image, averagely four times 
faster than Viola approach. 

Keywords - face detection, facial parts detection, AdaBoost, Haar-like feature, face validation  

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In the past decades, many researches have started with 
the aim of teaching the machine to recognize human faces 
and facial expressions. The need to extract information 
from images is enormous. Face detection and extraction as 
computer vision tasks have many applications and have 
direct relevance to the face-recognition and facial 
expression recognition problem. Face detection is the first 
stage towards automatic face recognition. Potential 
applications of face detection and extraction are in human-
computer interfaces, surveillance systems, census systems 
and many more. 

This research is mainly interested in the face detection 
issue, which means how to find, based on visual 
information, all the occurrences of faces regardless of who 
the person is. Face detection is one of the most challenging 
problems in computer vision and no solution has been 
achieved with performance comparable to humans both in 
precision and speed. High precision is now technically 
achieved by building systems which learn from a lot of 
data in the training set in order to minimize errors on the 
test sets. In most cases, the increase in precision is 
achieved at the expense of decline in run-time performance 
(computational time) and, in major applications, high 
precision is demanded, and hence dealing with 
computation to reduce processing time is now a problem 
with hard constraints. 

Nowadays the field of face detection has made 
significant progress in the real world applications. In 
particular, the seminal work by Viola and Jones [10] has 
made face detection practically feasible in some 
applications such as digital cameras and photo organization 
software. In this report, an effective face detection method 

based on Viola approach is presented. The low speed, 
insensitivity to faces with partially missing parts and false 
detection are the open problems of Viola approach. The 
main purpose of this paper is solving the mentioned 
problems. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
gives an overview of the reported approaches as well as 
limitation of them. Section III describes the problem 
definition. In Section IV, Adaboost learning procedure is 
introduced. Section V describes cascade of boosted 
classifiers. Developed face detecting system is proposed in 
Section VI. Section VII shows the experimental results. 
Conclusions and future work are given in Section VIII. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Face detection can be viewed as a two-class 
classification problem in which an image region is 
classified as being either a “face” or a “non-face”. In [1] 
researchers present over 170 reported approaches to face 
detection, the impact of their research has comprehensive 
implications on face detection and recognition.  

The various approaches for face detection can be 
classified into four categories: Knowledge-based methods, 
Feature invariant methods, Template matching methods, 
and Appearance-based methods. These methods are 
described briefly as follow: 

A. Knowledge-based Methods 

Knowledge-based methods actually use rule-based 
methods, which encode human knowledge about what a 
face is. There are some general rules in the human mind 
for face detection such as detecting face features include of 
two symmetric eyes, ears, nose and mouth. These methods 
which are developed based on the face detection rule in the 
human brain are part of rule-based methods. The 
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relationships between features are defined by their distance 
and relative positions. Developing these methods in 
different situations is difficult because not all states are 
countable [2] [3]. 

B.  Feature invariant methods  

Feature invariant approaches are regrouping methods 
with aim to find robust structural features which are 
invariant to pose, lighting, etc. This method is one of the 
most important methods for face detection.  In this method, 
contrasting to the “knowledge-based” methods, researchers 
have been attempting to find some face features which are 
invariant in different poses of the face, include ears, hair, 
eyebrows, mouth and lips. Based on these extracted 
features, a statistical model is created, which describes 
their relationship and verify the existence of a face. Papers 
[4] and [5] have utilized face members as features for face 
detection. Since the human faces have different texture and 
color in comparison with other objects, these features can 
be used to distinct faces images from non-faces [6] [8] 
[15]. 

C. Template-matching Methods  

Template matching methods compute the correlation 
between standard patterns of a face and an input image in 
order to detection. In these methods, several patterns of 
face are stored in different poses and the correlation of 
input images with these patterns are used as a criterion for 
face validation. For a given input image, the correlation 
with standard templates is computed for face contour, eyes, 
nose and mouth separately. Multi-scale, multi-resolution 
and deformable templates and sub-templates have been 
proposed to cope with deformability and scale invariance 
[14] [20] [21]. 

D. Appearance-based Methods  

 Appearance-based methods, in contrast to template 
matching where experts predefine templates, use models 
learned from training sets to represent the variability of 
facial appearance. In fact in these methods the templates 
are learned from face image samples. Generally, 
appearance-based methods utilize statistical analysis and 
machine learning to find characteristics related to face or 
non-face images. Another method among appearance-
based methods is finding a discriminant function (e.g. 
threshold, decision surface, and separating hyper-plane 
functions) between face and non-face classes [12]. The 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is another recommended 
method which is a linear classifier. In this method, the 
separating hyper plane is chosen to minimize the expected 
classification error of the unseen test patterns [19] [25]. 
Moreover, the AdaBoost based learning algorithm has 
been used in order to select a useful classification pattern 
to classify correctly one image to the face or non-face 
classes[10] [17] [23]. 

 In general, appearance-based methods had been 
showing superior performance to the others, thanks to the 
rapid growing computation power and data storage. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

If one were asked to name a single face detection 
algorithm that has the most impact in the 2000’s, it will 
most likely be the seminal work by Viola and Jones [10]. 
The Viola-Jones face detector contains three main ideas 
that make it possible to build a successful face detector that 
is able to run in real time: the Haar-like features, classifier 
learning with AdaBoost, and the attentional cascade 
structure. 
 Haar-like features: Offers a new display of image 

called “Integral Image” which enables Haar-like 
features to be computed rapidly. 

 AdaBoost Learning Algorithm: Offers a learning 
algorithm based on AdaBoost, which is able to select 
few Haar-like features from a larger set and will be 
transformed into a suitable classifier. 

 Cascade Classifier: Offers a method for combining 
simple to complex AdaBoost classifiers increasingly, 
which enables background regions of image to be 
discarded by primary classifiers while more 
complicated AdaBoost classifiers are required for the 
face-like regions [10] [13] [24] [30] [40]. 

The Viola approach is able to detect faces with high 
speed and also its implementation is easy and modular. 
However, the following disadvantages have been stated: 
Firstly, the false positive rate (detecting other objects as 
faces) is high. Secondly, it is unable to detect faces with 
partially missing parts (in Vila method, face contour must 
be distinctive). Thirdly, the detection rate is approximately 
low. 

The purpose of this paper is resolving and fixing 
mentioned disadvantages of the present AdaBoost face 
detection algorithm while preserving its advantages. 

IV. ADABOOST LEARNING PROCEDURE  

Viola and Jones developed a reliable method to detect 
objects such as faces in images in real-time. An object that 
has to be detected is described by a combination of a set of 
simple Haar-wavelet like features shown in Fig. 1. The 
sums of pixels in the white boxes are subtracted from the 
sum of pixels in the black areas. The advantage of using 
these simple features is that they can be calculated very 
quickly by using “integral image”. An integral image II 
over an image I is defined as in (1): 

 

   



yyxx

yxIyxII
,

,,  (1) 

 
 
Also it is shown that every rectangular sum within an 

image can be computed with the use of an integral image 
by four array references. A classifier has to be trained from 
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a number of available discriminating features within a 
specific sub window in order to detect an object. The 
possible positions and scales of the five different feature 
types as shown in Fig. 1 produce about 90,000 possible 
alternative features within a sub window size of 24x24 
pixels. This number exceeds largely by the number of 
pixels. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Four different basic types of rectangle features within their 
subwindow of 24x24 pixels. These four types of features are the initial 

features used to train cascade of classifiers exhaustively. 

Therefore, a small set of features which are the best 
describe of the object, has to be selected. Adaboost is a 
technique to select a good classification functions, such 
that a final “strong classifier” will be formed, which is in 
fact, a linear combination of all weak classifiers [10]. In 
the general context of learning features, each weak 
classifier hj(x) consists of one single feature fj(x) as seen in 
(2) where Өj is a threshold and p j a parity to indicate the 
direction of the inequality. 
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The description of Adaboost algorithm to select a 
predefined number of good features given a training set of 
positive and negative example images is shown in Fig. 2. 

 The Adaboost algorithm iterates over a number of T 
rounds. In the each iteration, the space of all possible 
features is searched exhaustively to train weak classifiers 
that consist of one single feature. 

During this training, the threshold Өj must be 
determined for the feature value to discriminate between 
positive and negative examples. Therefore, for each 
possible feature and given training set, the weak learner 
determines two optimal values (thresholds), such that no 
training sample is misclassified. For each weak classifier 
hj(x), the error value εj will be calculated using 
misclassification rate of all positive and negative training 
images. It gives each feature hj(x) trained with its 
respective error value ε j which is between 0 and 1.  
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Figure 2.  Adaboost learning algorithm as proposed in [10]. This 
algorithm is used to select the sets of weak classifiers to form strong 
classifiers from all possible features types. The search of good feature ht 
was done exhaustively as stated in step 3b above 

The best feature ht(x) which is found with the lowest 
error rate εt , will be selected as the weak classifier for this 
1/T iteration. After that the best weak classifier is selected, 
all training examples are reweighted and normalized. 
Therefore in the next round the algorithm can concentrate 
particularly on those examples that were not correctly 
classified. At the end, the resulting strong classifier is a 
weighted linear combination of all T weak classifiers. 

V. CASCADE OF BOOSTED CLASSIFIERS 

This section describes an algorithm for constructing a 
cascade of classifiers which drastically reduces the 
computational time. The main idea is to build a set of 
boosted classifiers which are smaller, but more efficient, 
that reject most of the negative sub-windows while 
detecting almost all positive instances. Input for the 
cascade is the collection of all sub-windows also called 
scanning windows. They are first passed through the first 
layer or stage in which all sub-windows will be classified 
as faces or non faces. The negative results will be 
discarded while remaining positive sub-windows will 
trigger the evaluation of the next stage classifier. 

 The sub windows that reach and pass the last layer are 
classified as faces (See Fig. 3). Each stage actually consists 
of only a small number of features. In the early stages, with 
only small number of selected features it is possible to 
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determine the existence of a non-face. On the other hand, 
determining the presence of a face usually needs more 
features. Therefore, the trained cascade of classifiers 
usually has an increasing number of features in each 
consecutive stage until its last layer and become 
increasingly more complex. During the training of cascade 
classifiers, the number of features per stage was driven 
through a “trial and error” process. 

 In this process, the number of features was increased 
till a significant reduction in the false positive rate could be 
achieved. More features were added until the false positive 
rate on the each stage achieving the desired rate while still 
maintaining a high detection rate. At each training stage, 
the false positive images from previous stages are added to 
the sets of negative or non-faces images and this set of 
images is used as negative images in the next stages 
training [9]. 

 

Figure 3.  Cascade from simple to complex classifiers with N stages. 

VI. DEVELOPED SYSTEM 

In this section, various techniques which have been used 
in the face detection developed system will be explained. 

A. Preprocessing techniques 

The faces in input images maybe have different size 
from training face templates, therefore for each input 
image, all features are scaled. In addition, all images areas 
are searched in order to find the desired face image. These 
two processes increase calculation time. 

 In order to reduce calculation time in color images, it 
recommended that skin color regions be searched as 
candidates of face presence. Furthermore, it is suggested 
that not all scales be searched for feature calculation; 
instead, scales proportional to skin mass should be 
searched. For example, if the largest skin mass in a 
1000x1000 pixel image is 100x100 pixels, there is no need 
to search for features in windows larger than 100 pixels. In 
this way, with using skin detection the search range is 
limited and the speed of final algorithm is improved. 

For the purpose of restricting the search area in the 
input images, some preprocessing algorithms have been 
applied. Detecting the color image is not possible only by 
means of header information and the number of bits of 
each pixel, and requires gray scale images to be separated 
from color images. For doing this, a number of points are 
chosen randomly from each image, and then for every 
point, the red, blue and green components are extracted. 

These components are compared to the mean value which 
is the amount of gray scale pixels. If these values 
differentiate significantly to the mean value, the related 
pixels are color ones; otherwise, they do not contain any 
color information. 

According to the importance of color in skin detection, 
the used color space is also important. HSV, YCbCr, HIS, 
HUV, and YIQ color spaces are persistent against light and 
luminance intensity changes. Eliminating the Y component 
in these spaces reduces input space in addition to reduce 
dependency to light intensity. Two references [33] and [39] 
are shown that eliminating the Y component does not 
affect the skin detection operation in the YCbCr color 
space. 

Another important factor in selecting color space is the 
indication of skin pixels in the color space. An appropriate 
color space is a space where different skin pixels gather in 
one region. In other words, indicating of different colored 
skin in this new color space should promote pixel 
extraction. Previous researches show that normal HSV and 
RGB have desired effect in 3D color spaces, and CbCr 

achieves desirable results in 2D color spaces. One of the 
desirable characteristics of the CbCr color space is 
accumulation of skin colors in the region limited around 
78<Cb<135 and 85<Cr<185 [19]. The Cb and Cr 
components in this color space change in the specified 
range and skin color variety does not have significant 
difference in this color space. Moreover YCbCr is a 2D 
color space which makes the extraction of skin color pixels 
speed up. Hence, this color space is preferred to use. After 
mapping the input image to the new color space, pixels 
which are showing skin color must be separated from other 
pixels by using values of each color component. 

Using of complicated methods requires long 
computation time. On the other hand, the purpose of this 
paper is face detection rather than skin detection. Hence, 
using the simple threshold method on Cr and Cb values is 
preferred. In order to avoid undesirably elimination of 
faces - due to the skin color is changing in noisy light 
conditions- the threshold range was considered slightly 
bigger. After computing the skin mask based on color, by 
executing simple object detection operation, regions with 
less than 50 pixel area are eliminated.  

B. Detecting Face and Facial Parts 

In order to detect facial parts, three data sets for eyes, 
nose and mouths were created. Then Viola approach 
applied for these parts: firstly, Haar features are calculated 
for facial parts images. Secondly, these features are selected 
and learned by Adaboost algorithm. At the end these 
classifiers are applied in a cascade structure to detect eye, 
nose and mouth. 

 The eye database including 7000 positive images (eye 
images) and 3000 negative images (without eyes) was 
produced and trained. Firstly, in order to produce positive 
images, 1000 eye images were manually cut. Then, for 
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every one of 1000 images, six images are produced via 
adding noise and random rotation. Random noise with 
maximum amplitude of 20% of pixel value is added to the 
main template pixels, and then the template is randomly 
rotated in a range of 20 to -20 degrees. Database image 
sizes were set at 20x20 pixels for each eye. After training 
the database, 83 features were selected, which finally 
distinguish two sets of images with an accuracy of 99.35 
percent. Fig. 4 shows some samples of eye detection 
algorithm. 

 

 
 

         
Figure 4.  Samples of eye detection 

In order to train nose images, 3500 images of nose with 
size of 18x15 pixels were manually provided. These 
images were used for training along with 3000 negative 
images. Overall, 68 features were selected which finally 
two sets of images were separated from each other with an 
accuracy of 99.55 percent. Fig. 5 shows some samples of 
nose detection algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Samples of nose detection 

 

The similar training was performed for the mouth, but 
the calssifier did not have an accepatble accuracy, and only 
achieve 17 features for the two class distinction which 
means a 87.65 percent classification accuracy. Hence, the 
mouth was not used for detection. Some samples of mouth 
detection algorithm are shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Figure 6.  Samples of mouth detection 

Detecting facial parts including eyes, nose, and mouth 
during face detection has two proper usages. Firstly, if one 
or more parts are detected in a face region, the validity of 
the detected faces can be confirmed and in this way, false 
negatives are reduced. Secondly, by combining facial 
parts, partly missing parts and camouflaged face section 
can be detected. 

In some images, finding a face might not be possible 
since that some parts of the face might be partially missing 
or not be visible. Detection facial parts were applied to 
resolve this problem. First of all, those parts which are 
within the valid faces must be eliminated so that the 
algorithm does not find the previous face.  

Two conditions have been considered to detect faces. 
First, if two eyes are located within appropriate distance 
from each other, they possibly represent a face. On the 
other hand, if a nose is located beneath an eye, it is 
possible that they both belong to a face. Fig. 7 shows some 
examples of face detection algorithm only by facial parts 
detection.  

 

 
Figure 7.  Face detection only by using face members 

C. Validation techniques 

For the purpose of face validation, Firstly, we try to 
find at least one of the facial parts within the detected face 
regions. To achieve this purpose, the geometrical center of 
each member is calculated. On condition that, this point is 
located in the face region and the facial part area is relative 
to face area, that face region will be selected as a validate 
face. Sometimes the detected face is so small which makes 
to prevent the detection of its members. In this case, the 
part of the image which is detected as a face is scaled in a 
manner that enables the searching of members. 
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Figure 8.  Diagram of face validation process  
  

As shown in Fig.8 the first step of the validation stage 
is checking the existance of facial parts in the candidate 
region. The calculation of variance values are used as a 
second validation technique. These values have been 
calculated in the candidate region. Due to variability in 
olor of mouth, eyes, skin, the value of variance in a face 
image is more than background region. Therefore by using 
an optimal thereshold value, some of the negative images 
which are detected wrongly as face, will be discarded 
while remining positive faces will trigger the evaluation of 
the next step validation. 

 The Third step is locating the eyes in the candidate 
faces by using morphological operators. For this purpose, 
at first one template of eye is prepared. Then, the Hit-or-
Miss operator is applied to find a region with the template 
similar to the predifined eye template. Thereafter, the 
locatioans and the size of founded eyes have been checked, 
if two eyes with appropriate size and distance to eachother 
are found, the candidate region of face will be validate as a 
correct detected face.     

D. Final Detection 

As mentioned, initial face-detection has three 
substantial limitations: high false positive rate, not be able 
to detect partially missing parts and low detection rate. In 
order to solve the above problems, several steps as shown 
in Fig.9 have been performed. 

Given an input image, if it is colored, skin mask is 
extracted and then the face and facial parts detection 
algorithm is executed only in extracted regions. If input 
image is gray level, image enhancement is executed firstly, 
and then edge detection is performed. If the calculated 
edge value for sub-image is in a specified range, this sub-

image will be send to next stage for detecting face and 
facial parts. These techniques are used as a preprocessing 
stage in order to restrict the search area and so speed up the 
approach.  

Face and facial parts detection is done in the skin mask. 
In this way the candidate face will be selected. At the end, 
these candidate face and facial parts are sending to a face 
validation process.  

 

 
Figure 9.  Diagram of face detecting processing 

 

Some examples of algorithm executions are presented 
in Fig. 10. In this figure in addition to detected face , the 
detected eyes and nose also are shown.   

 

Figure 10.  Examples of algorithm execution 

Fig. 11 shows the final structure of developed face 
detection system. The three mentioned stages including 
preprocessing, cascade of AdaBoost classifiers and 
validation are depicted. As seen system’s input is the 
collection of all sub- windows. In each stage some of the 
negative images will be discarded while remining positive 
faces will trigger the evaluation of the next step validation. 

 The sub-widows that reach and pass the last stage are 
classified as face. Each stage consists of several techniques 
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which make it able to classify the image as face or non-
face. 

 

 

Figure 11.  Final structure of developed  face detection system 
 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The primary and improved algorithms were both 
implemented in the VC++ environment using the OpenCV 
library [18]. For the purpose of testing, we used The 
MIT+CMU standard test set, which contains 130 gray-
scale images with 507 frontal faces [41]. Note that none of 
these images was used for training algorithms. Some of the 
achieved results are shown in Fig. 12. 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 12.  Samples of eye detection 

As shown in Fig. 12 almost all of the faces are 
detected. These test images are in variable scales, 
illumination, situation and orientation but nearly vertical. 
 

 
In general, the proposed algorithm can detect 488 faces 

among 507 faces and cannot detect 19 faces which is 
equivalent to 5.3 percent false negative and 1.8 percent 
false positive. These values in the primary algorithm are 12 
and 6.1, respectively. 

In addition we tested our detector on the rotated subset 
of the MIT + CMU data set containing 65 images. Fig. 13 
shows some experimental results on the rotated subset of 
CMU + MIT. These results also present the high detection 
rate with low false detection rate which show the 
robustness of the proposed system. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 13.  Samples of eye detection 
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Similar to Viola and Jones, to make comparison with 
our detector easier we have listed our detection rate for the 
same false positive rate reported by the other systems. 
Table I lists the detection rate for various numbers of false 
detections for our system as well as other published  

systems. These results reported on the MIT + CMU 
containing 130 images with 507 faces without rotated 
subset.  

 

TABLE I.  DETECTION RATES FOR VARIOUS NUMBERS OF FALSE 
POSITIVES ON THE MIT + CMU TEST SET CONTAINING 130. 

Number of false detection 

Approach 10 31 50 65 78 95 

Proposed	
Approach	

94.7% 96.8% 97.3% 97.4% 97.7% 97.9% 

Viola	 76.1% 88.4% 91.4% 92% 92.1% 92.2% 

Rowley	 83.2% 86% - - - 89.2% 

Deng	 87.4% 89.1% 92.2% 92.5% 92.7% 93.1% 

 
Fig. 14 displays the result of Table I in an explicit 

manner. As seen in Fig 14, in all number of false detection, 
our proposed approach has a higher face detection rate. 
The Viola and Deng approaches after us have similar 
results. 

 

Figure 14.  Achieved results from database [41] 

In another experiment, the achieved results in different 
step of face and facial parts detection are evaluated. Fig. 15 
represents the false positive and false negative rates for 
these steps. Final algorithm is obtained from the 
combination of face and facial part detection. 

 
Figure 15.  Achieved results in face and facial part detection separately 

 

The speed of program execution is 12 seconds for 130 
images (on a P4 2x2Ghz CPU + 2GB RAM) which is 
about 11 images per second. Whereas the primary 
algorithm requires 48 seconds for the same number of 
images equal to 2.5 images per second. Therefore, the 
proposed algorithm has been improved the speed of 
execution about 4 times. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

We have presented an efficient face detection approach 
which achieves high detection accuracy while the false 
positive rate is low. The approach was used to construct a 
face detection system is able to detect approximately 4 
times faster than Viola approach while the detection rate is 
improves about 18.5%. Moreover the propose approach 
can detect occluded faces and its false detection rate is 
very low.  

This paper brings together some algorithms which are 
quite generic and may have broader application in 
computer vision and image processing. 

The first Stage is a set of preprocessing techniques for 
extracting skin mask region in order to limit search area. 
These techniques radically reduce computation time. The 
second contribution of this paper is a simple and efficient 
classifier built of computationally efficient features using 
AdaBoost for feature selection. Given an effective tool for 
feature selection, the system designer is free to define a 
very large and very complex set of features as input for the 
learning process. The resulting classifier is nevertheless 
computationally efficient, since only a small number of 
features need to be evaluated during run time. These 
classifiers are used in a cascade of classifiers which 
radically reduces computation time while improving 
detection accuracy. Early stages of the cascade are 
designed to reject a majority of the image in order to focus 
subsequent processing on promising regions. The third 
stage is using a set of validation techniques which reduce 
the false positive rate and so improving detection accuracy. 

Finally this paper presents a set of experiments on a 
difficult face detection dataset which has been widely 
studied. This dataset includes faces under a very wide 
range of conditions including: illumination, scale, pose, 
and camera variation. Experiments on such a large and 
complex dataset are difficult and time consuming. 
Nevertheless systems which work under these conditions 
are unlikely to be brittle or limited to a single set of 
conditions. More importantly conclusions drawn from this 
dataset are unlikely to be experimental artifacts [10]. The 
experimental results show the detection rate of 94.7 
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percent which is improved about 18.5 percent relative to 
viola detection rate in a same false positive rate (2%).  
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Abstract—Graphene, carbon nanoribbons and carbon nanotubes are allotropes of carbon that are widely used in nanotechnology 
research due to their remarkable properties. Electrical and mechanical properties of those allotropes vary with their molecular 
geometry. Theoretically, an infinite number of such geometries do exist, and it is impossible to physically prepare samples of all of 
them in the real world. This paper is based on developing mathematical models to describe molecular geometries of graphene and 
carbon nanotubes, examining their geometry dependent electronic band structures and visually representing those relations in a 
3D modelling and simulation software. Paper describes equations to derive the coordinates of the atoms, algorithms to derive the 
orientation of the bonds of the molecular structures, implementation of those algorithms in java3D and derivation of electronic 
band structures. Successful results were obtained after the implementation of the algorithms which are illustrated with few 
screenshots at the end.    

Keywords – Graphene, Carbon nanotubes, 3D modelling, java3D, Band structure  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Nanotechnology deals with objects that are at nanometer 
scale and are not visible to the naked eye or even to powerful 
optical microscopes. Therefore, virtual reality, which modern 
computer technology has brought within our reach,   plays a 
major role in modeling and simulating the nano-world. 
Carbon nanotubes exhibit large variations in their molecular 
geometries, which in turn lead to large variations in their 
electrical and mechanical properties [1]. An infinite number 
of such geometries do exist, and it is not feasible to prepare 
samples of all of them in the real world.  Therefore having a 
3-dimensional visualization of the atomic structure of the 
relevant geometries in a virtual environment will greatly 
enhance our ability to understand the correlations between 
material properties and the geometry [2].   

Graphene is a layer of carbon atoms of graphite, and 
carbon nanoribbon is a rectangular strip of graphene that is 
cut as defined by two particular parameters: ‘chirality and 
length’. When the nanoribbon is rolled to form a tube, it is 
known as a carbon nanotube. The modeling tool described in 
this paper is capable of generating the 3D visualization of the 
nanostructures according to user parameters [3]. It can be 
also used to plot the electronic band structures of them. The 
user can also change the preview of molecular geometries 
and graph plots interactively by using the controllers on the 
interface.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Interests have been grown on nano scale allotropes of 
carbon since the inventions of fullerenes by Kroto et al [16] 
in 1985 and carbon nanotubes by Iijima in 1991 [17]. Those 
nanostructures are formed as a result of the high energy 
atoms with dangling bonds at the edges of graphene layer 
which is an atom thick layer of graphite. Those high energy 
atoms are likely to make new bonds with the atoms at other 
edges by forming closed cages or tubes of carbon atoms [1]. 

The way of rolling the graphene layer makes different 
types of nanotubes. Hence, there exist many possible 
orientations of hexagons made of carbon atoms for 
nanotubes and therefore, many different molecular 
geometries are available for them [18]. Since, those different 
molecular geometries exhibit different electrical properties, 
scientists focused on theoretical modelling of their electronic 
band structure and examining their relations to the molecular 
geometry. It is found that band structure of nanotubes are 
closely related to the band structure of graphene which is a 
three dimensional plot [7]. Band structure of a particular 
nanotube with a given orientation can be formed of the cross-
sections of  graphene band structure in a direction derived 
from that orientation [15]. Thus, nanotubes have a two 
dimensional plot as the band structure. 

Although the geometries of carbon nanotubes are very 
important and some tools [19] are available to plot them, no 
attempt is found to rigorously describe the geometries of 
graphene and carbon nanotubes based on proper 
mathematical models. This paper is focused on filling that 
gap by generally describing those geometries with equations 
and algorithms in addition to implementing already 
established models for the band structure. Further, the tool 
Ninithi [20], which is based on this paper clearly illustrates 
the relationships between molecular geometry and electronic 
band structure of carbon nanotubes. 

 

III. GRAPHENE 

Graphene, which is simply a layer of graphite that is  only 
one atom in thickness, is one of the most important and 
widely used carbon materials in nanotechnology research. 
Structure of the planer layer is a honeycomb lattice, and 
hybridization of the carbon is SP2. Graphene is used in many 
researches due to its remarkable electrical properties, 
particularly in nanoelectronics [4]. To draw the molecular 
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structure of graphene, we should first calculate coordinates 
of the atoms, and next we can derive the bonds among them.  

A. Deriving atom coordinates  

 
Figure 1.  Atom positions of a grephene layer 

The locations of the atoms in graphene layer are shown 
in Fig.1. It is observable that there are two types of carbon 
atoms in the layer as illustrated in Fig.2. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Type 0 and Type 1 atoms 

The convention adopted in the paper is to derive the 
coordinates of the atoms with respect to the origin, which is a 
Type 0 atom. The entire Graphene layer can be considered as 
a collection of atom lines. There are two types of such atom 
lines. The line through the origin is referred to as an 
‘evenline’ whereas other type of lines are referred to as ‘odd 
lines’. Odd lines can be obtained by shifting an even line to 
the right and they are positioned alternately.  

The set of x-coordinates of an even line is given by 
the equation (1) below. 

 

 
 

 
 
Where  is the bond length between two carbon atoms 

in Graphene and  ,  are as marked in  Fig.1. 
Since x-coordinates of odd lines can be obtained by 

shifting an even line by to the right, the 
set of x-coordinates of odd lines  is given by (2) below: 

 

 
 

The set of y-coordinates that are belonged to even 
lines  is given by (3). 

 

 
 

 
 
The set of y-coordinates for odd lines,  is also can be 

obtained by shifting the set  by  upwards. 
The set of y-coordinates for odd lines is given by (4) below: 

 

 
 
 
Hence the set of coordinates of atoms as a set of (x,y) 

ordered pairs is given by,  
 

 
 
In the program, Gis taken into a 2D array, 

‘AtomCoordinates’ of size  where, 
 
AtomCoordinates[i]= {xi,yi,0}  (xi,yi)  

 

Here, z-coordinate is taken as zero. Another constant can 
also be used as the z-coordinate. The method 
‘GetAtomCoordinates()’ of class ‘Graphene’ returns the 
array ‘AtomCoordinates’ to fulfill the requirements of the 
input format of the 3D structure rendering thread. 

 

B. Algorithm to derive the bonds 

Every atom has three bonds except for the atoms located 
on the edges of the layer, and every bond has to be drawn 
joining two atoms. Three neighbor atoms are located in the 
same atom line, the line above, and the line below. The 
Following steps would derive the bonds.  

 
1. Start numbering atoms from the leftmost atom of the 

lowest atom line as atom-1 and put the atom lines in 
to an array 

2. Declare an array of ‘atoms’ that is an array of 
parameters {‘atom number’, ‘xyz-coordinates’, 
‘same line neighbor’, ‘below line neighbor’, ‘above 
line neighbor’} and a linked list of ‘bonds’ that has 
as parameters atom numbers and their atom 
coordinates 

3. For atom-1, declare the neighbor atom in the same 
line as next atom, atom-2if   where 

 denotes the x-coordinates of atom-1 and atom-
2 respectively. if  go to step 6 

4. Then, also declare the neighbor atom in the same 
atom line of the atom-2 as atom-1. 
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5. Add the bond between atom-1and atom-2to the 
‘bonds’ linked list and update the array ‘atoms’. 

6. Repeat the steps 3, 4, 5 for all atoms of the graphene 
layer 

7. For atom-1, find the neighbor atom-k in the line 
below if where  
denotes the x-coordinates of atom-1 and atom-k 
respectively. If there is no atom line below, go to the 
step 10. 

8. Then, also declare the neighbor atom in the atom 
line above of the atom-k as atom-1. 

9. Add the bond between atom-1and atom-k to the 
‘bonds’ linked list and update the array ‘atoms’. 

10. Repeat the steps 7, 8, 9 for all atoms of the graphene 
layer 
 

Size of the ‘bonds’ linked list is the number of bonds in 
the Graphene layer. To get the bond coordinates into an 
array, ‘BondCoordinates’, of size number of bonds × 6 
which can be declared as,  

 
BondCoordinates[i]={xi1,yi1,zi1,xi2,yi2,zi2} 
 
where, (xi1,yi1,zi1) and (xi2,yi2,zi2) are the coordinates of the 

atoms connected by the ith bond. The method 
‘GetBondCoordinates ()’ of class ‘Graphene’ returns the 
array ‘BondCoordinates’. 

 
 

IV. CARBON NANORIBBONS  

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Carbon nanoribbon is marked by the rectangle derived from the 
chirality vector and the length. a1 and a2 as  vectors. 

 
A carbon nanoribbon can be described as a cut of a 

Graphene in a particular structure according to the 
parameters, ‘Chirality vector’ and the length. The Chirality is 
given by a pair of integers (n,m) and the Chirality vector,  
Ch is given by 

 
 

 
where and vectors are given as, 
 

and [5]       

 
T is the vector that is perpendicular to Ch and the length 

of the nanoribbon is given by . If m=n, the nanoribbon is 
called as an ‘armchairnanoribbon’ and if m or n =0, 
nanoribbon is known as a ‘zigzag nanoribbon’.   

If any atom that has the coordinates  is located 
inside the rectangle with vertices ((0,0),Ch,Ch+T,T), then, 

 
 

 
where  

A. Deriving atom coordinates 

Hence the set of coordinates of the carbon nanoribbon, 
CNRis given by 

 
 

 
In the program CNRis taken into a 2D array, 

‘AtomCoordinates’ of size  where, 
 
AtomCoordinates[i]= {xi,yi,0}  (xi,yi)  

 

Here, z-coordinate is taken as zero. Another constant also 
can be used as the z-coordinate. The method 
‘GetAtomCoordinates()’ of class ‘CarbonNanoRibbon’ 
returns the array ‘AtomCoordinates’. 

 

B. Deriving bond coordinates 

Since , bonds of the nanoribbon can be easily 
obtained by removing all the bonds connected to the atoms 
located outside the nanoribbon. If coordinates of both the 
atoms follow the relation , the bond belongs to 
the nanoribbon too.  

The array ‘BondCoordinates’ is obtained by reducing the 
‘BondCoordinates’ array of Graphene. The method 
‘GetBondCoordinates()’of class ‘CarnonNanoRibbon’ 
returns the reduced array. 

V. CARBON NANOTUBES 

Carbon nanotubes are formed when a carbon nanoribbon 
is rolled around an axis parallel to T. Therefore parameters 
for the carbon nanotubes are same as for the carbon 
nanoribbons, n,m and length [6]. 

A. Deriving atom coordinates 

is the circumference of the nanotube and therefore 
its radius, ris given by  . The set of coordinates of 
carbon atoms of the nanotube CNTis given by, 
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In the algorithm, CNT is taken into a 2D array, 

‘AtomCoordinates’ of size  and it is returned by 
the method ‘GetAtomCoordinates ()’ of the class 
‘CarbonNanoTubes’. 

B. Deriving bond coordinates 

Since the nanotube is formed by rolling the nanoribbon 
[7], the bonds of the nanoribbon still exist though atom 
coordinates are changed. In addition, a new set of bonds is 
formed due to rolling.  

To find the bonds coordinates, which originally existed in 
the nanoribbon, we replace coordinates of the atoms in the 
‘bonds’ linked list of the nanoribbon with new coordinates of 
the nanotube referred by the corresponding atom numbers. 
Then, we create the ‘bonds’ linked list of the nanotube. 

Bonds originated due to rolling effect are formed 
between atoms in the two leftmost edges, and the two 
rightmost edges of the nanoribbon. For those atoms, if the 
atom-iis in the left and atom-j is in the right and the 
difference between their z- coordinates is not greater than acc 
and also if,  

 
 
atom-iand atom-j are neighbor atoms and the bond 

should be added to the ‘bonds’ list. The array 
‘BondCoordinates’ is returned by the 
‘GetBondCoordinates()’ method of the ‘CarbonNanoTube’ 
class. 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF MOLECULAR GEOMETRIES 

USING JAVA3D 

Java3D is an application programming interfaces (API) 
that can be used to visualize 3D objects in Java. 3D 
programming with Java3D is very easy to understand and 
less complex than Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) and 
Java Open Graphics Library (JOGL). Java3D is a scene 
graph based API for the Java platform, and it runs on top of 
both OpenGL and Microsoft DirectX [9]. 

Under Java3D, users can describe a 3D virtual world or 
scene in terms of a variety of objects arranged in a tree like 
graph called the scene-graph. These objects can be visual 
objects, user interaction objects, sound objects etc.  A simple 
application can be rapidly created, even without knowing the 
all the concepts behind Java3D, using the Java3D class 
called ‘SimpleUniverse’. An object of ‘SimpleUniverse’ can 
be constructed with default values for the important 
parameters and nodes. We use a ‘SimpleUniverse’ object to 
visualize all the 3D models. Orbit behavior can be added to 

the application to visualize the 3D models in different views 
and angles. 

We draw different aspects of visualization with Java3D 
in the following manner.  

A. Drawing atoms 

An atom can be drawn using ‘Sphere’ class in Java3D by 
specifying the radius, appearance etc [10]. By default, it is 
centered at the origin. Therefore the ‘Transform3D’ class is 
used to translate the center of sphere to new location. 
‘TransformGroup’ class can be used to integrate various 
compatible objects in Java3D.Translated sphere can be 
obtained using the object of ‘TransformGroup’. This 
transformgroup object has two separate objects. The first  is 
translation of the center of the sphere from origin to a new 
location and the other  is sphere with given radius, 
appearance etc. 

Therefore an atom can be drawn by specifying the co-
ordinates of the center, radius of the sphere, appearance of 
the sphere etc. Similarly, by adding atom by atom to another 
new ‘TransformGroup’ object, a cluster of atoms can be 
drawn. 

B. Drawing bonds 

A bond is simply a cylinder. A Cylinder can be drawn 
using ‘Cylinder’ class in Java3D.  A Cylinder is defined by 
its radius and height. It is a capped cylinder centered at the 
origin with its central axis aligned with the Y-axis. The 
cylinder constructor accepts radius, height, appearance etc 
[11]. Here, the bond should be drawn between two given 
points. In Java3D, a cylinder cannot be drawn between two 
given points directly. The Following steps can be identified 
to draw a bond between two given points [12]. 

 
1. Translating the center of the cylinder to the middle 

point of given two points. 
2. Finding the angle of rotation. 
3. Finding the axis of rotation. 
 
Let’s assume, the end points of the bond are P1≡ (x1, y1, 

z1)and P2≡ (x2, y2, z2). Then the height of the cylinder can be 
calculated by finding the distance between the two points,  

Height of the cilinder = 
 

 
 

Radius of the cylinder is a pre-defined value and can be 
changed by the user  with the interface. 

Then the center of the cylinder should be translated to the 
middle point of P1 and P2. 

New center of the cylinder 

 
Finally, the angle of rotation and the axis of rotation 

should be calculated. 
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Figure 4.  Rataional angle (�) and axis (C)  

The unit vector in the direction of the line connecting P1 
and P2, t is given by (13). 

 
 

And angle of rotation, Ѳ =  

wherej is the unit vector along the y-axis. 
 
The axis of rotation should be perpendicular to the plane 

of rotation. 
Therefore, the axis of rotation, c =  

 
‘Vector3f’ class can be used to represent the vectors in 

Java3D. First of all, the unit vector in the direction of the line 
connecting two points should be represented by a vector3f 
object. Cross vector of Y- axis and unit vector in the 
direction of the line connecting two points should be 
calculated and assigned to a vector.  Then we set the angle of 
rotation about the axis of rotation to an object of 
‘AxisAngle4f’, and this axisangle4f object to an object of 
‘Transform3D’. Let us name this transform3D object as v1.  

The we translate the center of the cylinder to a new 
location using an object of ‘Transform3D’, and then multiply 
this object by transform3D object v1 and add the result to an 
object of ‘TransformGroup’. Subsequently, we construct the 
cylinder with a given radius, calculated height, custom 
appearance etc. Finally, by adding this cylinder to the above 
transformgroup object, a bond can be constructed and by 
adding a bond by bond to another new TransformGroup 
object, the bunch of bonds can be drawn. 

 

C. Visualizing a model 

Models such as graphene, nanoribbon, nanotube and 
fullerene can be drawn easily with our customized atoms and 
bonds. To draw atoms, coordinates of the center should be 
obtained. To draw bonds, coordinates of two points should 
be obtained. Transformgroup of both atoms and bonds can 

be obtained using the coordinates of atoms and bonds. Then, 
in the program, an object of ‘BranchGroup’ is created and 
both atoms transformgroup and bond transformgroup are 
added to branchgroup object. Finally the branchgroup object 
is added to the ‘SimpleUniverse’ object. 

 

VII. ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURES   

Electronic band structure of a material represents the 
possible energies for electrons to possess. It helps to 
understand the electrical and optical properties of a material. 
Valence and conduction bands are important parameters to 
derive the band gap, which is the difference between bottom 
of conduction band and top of the valance band. Bandgap is 
zero for metals where semiconductors have different non-
zero values [13]. Band structure plots also help to identify 
direct bandgap and indirect bandgap semiconductors, which 
are two major types of semiconductors. 

In electronic band structure, the energy of each band is 
plotted over the Brillouin zone, which is the primitive cell of 
the reciprocal space lattice of the material. Energy band plots 
over Brillouin zone represent all the solutions for energies 
which electrons are allowed.  

Fig. 5(a) shows the real lattice space of graphene layer, 
which is formed by the repetition of A,B atoms pair with 
a1,a2 primitive lattice vectors.  Shaded box is the primitive 
unit cell. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the reciprocal space lattice of 
graphene and the Brillouin zone as a shaded hexagon. b1, b2 
are reciprocal lattice vectors. kx, ky are the directions along 
Brillouin zone, and they are known as wave vectors.  

 
 

 
Figure 5.   (a) Real space lattice with shaded unit cell and (b) reciprocal 

space lattice with shaded Brillouin zone 

 
Here,  
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Graphene has a two-dimensional band structure and it 

can be calculated using the tight-binding energy model and 
given as a function of kx, ky wave vectors in 17 where t is the 
transfer integral and a is the C-C bond length in graphene 
[14]. 

 

        (17) 
 

Hence graphene band structure is a 3D graph plotted on 
Brillouin zone where kx, ky and Eg are the three axes. 

Since carbon nanotubes are formed of rolled graphene 
nano ribbons as depicted in Fig.3, band structure of carbon 
nanotubes can be derived from graphene band structure and 
given in 18 [15]. 
 

 
                             for (18) 
 

where,   and  

 
m, n and Ch have the same meanings as in 6 and dRis the 
greatest common divisor of (2n + m) and (2m + n). K1 and 
K2 denote wave vector along circumferential direction and 
the reciprocal vector along nanotube axis direction 
respectively as given in 19.  
 

 
 

 
                                 (19) 

Therefore, band structure of carbon nano nanotube is a N 
pairs (for plus and minus) of 2D graphs which are cross 
sections of 3D graphene band structure along lines denoted 
by .There are N pairs of graphs because µ has N 

values.  
 

VIII. RESULTS 

Figure 6 shows the 3D view of a Graphene layer 
generated by the tool. The dimensions of the layer (width 
and height) should be given by the user. User is also 
provided with controllers to change the sizes and colors of 
the bonds and atoms.  

 

 
Figure 6.  3D View of a Graphene layer 

 
A 3D view of the nanoribbon is generated when the (n,m) 

integer pair and the length is provided. Fig.7 shows a 
screenshots of two nanoribbons generated by the tool.  

 
 

 
Figure 7.  (a) A (4,8)  nanoribbon (b) A (4,6) nanoribbon with different 

lengths 

Visualization of the nanotube is the same as the 
nanoribbon. User can provide the (n,m) pair and the length 
and model the nanotube in the 3D space. In addition to 
changing the size and color, user can remove the bonds or 
atoms. Fig.8 illustrates a nanotube generated by the tool 
where bonds are removed. 

 

 
Figure 8.  A (10,5) nanotube only with atoms 
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Chirality of the nanotube can be clearly seen when the 
viewing angle is along the axis of the nanotube. View of a 
armchair nanotube (m=n), a zigzag nanotube (m or n=0) and 
a chiral nanotube (m≠n≠0) are shown in Fig.9. User can drag 
the nanotube using the mouse and adjust the view as shown 
in Fig.9(d). 

 

 
Figure 9.  3D models of (a) a  (5,5) armchair nanotube (b) a (8,0) zigzag 
nanotube  (c) a (5,9) chiral nanotubeand  (d) a nanotube in a different 
viewing angle. 

 
Graphene band structure is plotted according to 17 and 

resulted surface is shown in Fig. 10. 
 

 
Figure 10.  Band structure surface plot of graphene 

Only the Brillouin zone of this graph should be 
considered and it is marked in Fig.11.  

 
Figure 11.  Brillouin zone of graphene marked on surface 

Band structure plots of carbon nanotubes are geometry 
depended. According to results, carbon nanotunbes can be 
called as direct bangap materials as there is no difference in k 
between the lowest of upper band and highest of lower band 
[13]. Band structure of a (5,5) nanotube is shown in fig.12. 
This is a metallic nanotube as the bandgap of it is zero.  

 

 
Figure 12.  Band structure plot of a (5,5) carbon nanotube  

 
Band structure of a (5,0) carbon nanotube is shown in 

Fig.13. A bandgap is observable and therefore, this particular 
nanotube is a semiconductor.   
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Figure 13.  Band structure plot of a (5,0) carbon nanotube 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

We have successfully completed the software 
development, which was done with the objective of 
modeling the carbon allotropes used in nanotechnology. The 
generalized equations to represent the atom coordinates of 
the molecular structures of carbon allotropes as sets of 
ordered pairs, algorithms to derive their bond coordinates, 
and the band structure derivations were proven accurate with 
the obtained results. We have released developed modeling 
tool as free and open-source software along with additional 
tools to analyze the electrical properties of modeled 
allotropes.    The tool can be found from [21].  

Future work on the tool is focused on developing it as a 
material library and implementing a modular architecture to 
make third party contribution much easier. In addition to a 
material library, there will be tools to design nano systems 
using the available materials and simulate them.   
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Abstract— In a heterogeneous distributed memory parallel computer system, each of the processors has its own memory. 
Describing the system using queuing network, each of the processors has its own ready queue. Since the system has many I/O 
queues and I/O processors, therefore, the various processors with their various ready queues and the various I/O processors and 
their various I/O queues form the queuing network of such a system. Using a round robin scheduling algorithm for the processor 
queues, we aim at evaluating the performance of the system from the time a job arrives in the system to the time job departs from 
the system. This paper uses recursive models to evaluate and assess the accuracy of the performance of the whole queuing network 
of a heterogeneous distributed memory parallel computer system. 

Keywords - heterogeneous parallel computer, distributed memory parallel computer, queuing network, performance metrics 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The queuing network of a heterogeneous distributed 
memory parallel computer consists of parallel processors, 
parallel processor queues, I/O processors and I/O queues 
[21]. We assume a round robin scheduling algorithm for the 
various parallel processor queues. Suppose there are n 
different parallel processors per queuing system and k 
different I/O queuing systems. A queuing system in this 
context is defined as a processor with its own queue. We also 
assume that the various queues are finite [1, 4,21] i.e. there is 
a limit to the number of jobs that can be admitted into the 
queues, we assume that X1, X2, X3, … , Xn , Xn+1, Xn+2, Xn+3, 
…, Xn+K are the maximum number of jobs that can be 
admitted into the  respective queues. We assume that jobs 
arrive in the various queues according to Poisson 
distribution, and they are serviced according to exponential 
distribution [5, 6].  Figure 1 illustrates a model of the 
queuing network of a heterogeneous distributed memory 
parallel computer system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Queuing Network of a heterogeneous 
distributed memory parallel computer system. 
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II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

A good way of evaluating the performance of the system 
is to consider the whole queuing network [15, 19, 21] rather 
than considering part of the queuing network [18]. The 
reason for this is because it will give a true picture of the 
performance of the system from the time a job enters into the 
system to the time the job leaves the system. Therefore, it is 
necessary to consider all the queuing systems of the queuing 
network of heterogeneous parallel computer system. 
Furthermore, using recursive models to evaluate the 
performance of the whole queuing network of the parallel 
computer system will solve the problem of inefficient 
utilization of the resources of the computer system used to 
simulate the recursive models, especially when a high 
performance computer is used to do the simulation [18].  
Though recursive models can be argued to have exponential 
time complexity [9], however, the time complexity of 
recursive models will be minimized when the models are 
simulated on high performance computer with high memory 
capacity, like modern parallel computer systems. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Using queuing approach to model the performance of 
computer system has been discussed extensively in 
literature. However, this has been done in different ways 
and for different models of computer systems. In [14], a 
recursive computation approach was used to solve the 
steady state equations, thereby modeling the various 
performance metrics of a multi-terminal system that is 
subject to breakdown. Furthermore, [24] used a rigorous 
approach to model the performance of heterogeneous 
parallel computer system without introducing any constraint 
on the kind of interconnection between the heterogeneous 
nodes. Furthermore, in [24], systems with the same 
interconnection speed were considered when modeling the 
performance of heterogeneous parallel computer system. 
The opinion of authors in [25] was on the use of alternative 
ways of measuring the performance of heterogeneous 
parallel computer system, by modeling linear speed and 
linear efficiency using simulation-modeling techniques. In 
[26], the author discussed that Little’s formulae could be 
universally applicable, if properly interpreted to take 
account of state-varying entrance rates, batch arrivals, and 
multiple customer classes. It was confirmed in [27] that 
Little's formula could be applied to very general queuing 
systems (not just M/M/1), even whole networks! The 
authors in [28] considered a new performance metric, 
variation of the computing power as a unique performance 
metric that is ideal for a heterogeneous network of 
workstations, though a different was used to do this. 

Though analytic models have been used to evaluate the 
performance of the whole queuing network of a 
heterogeneous distributed memory parallel computer system, 
as reported in [19], the models developed in [19] are 
different from the models developed in this paper because 
this paper uses recursive models to evaluate the performance 
of the whole queuing network of a heterogeneous distributed 

memory parallel computer system. Furthermore, though 
recursive models have been used in [18] to evaluate the 
performance of a parallel computer system, however the 
models developed in [18] are different from the models 
developed in this paper. This is because the model developed 
in [18] applied to a shared memory parallel computer 
system, rather than a distributed memory parallel computer 
system. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

We aim at using recursive models to evaluate and assess 
the accuracy of the performance metrics of the whole 
queuing network of a heterogeneous distributed memory 
parallel computer system. We have achieved this by using 
computer queuing approach [10, 21,22], with finite queues. 
The parallel processors depict parallel servers, and we have 
used all the related laws that are based on queuing systems, 
like Little’s formulae as stated in [7]. We have used 
statistical method of probability density function to develop 
the probability density function of the number of processes 
that join the queuing system, and some probability theory 
laws [15]. We have used novel method of deriving recursive 
models that determines the xth terms and important functions 
of a given mathematical sequence to develop the recursive 
models [18,21,22]. We have used the recursive models to 
develop the various performance metrics of a heterogeneous 
distributed memory parallel computer system [22]. We have 
used the recursive models to assess the accuracy of the 
performance metrics of a heterogeneous distributed memory 
parallel computer system. We have simulated the models 
using Java programming language and we have used 
statistical regression/trend line analysis to analyze the results 
of the simulation [11, 21,22].  

V. DEVELOPING THE MODELS 

As a result of the use of the above methodologies, the 
following models have been developed for one queuing 
system [18]. 

A. Models Based on a Queuing System 
The following models have been developed in [18] 

based on one queuing system 
 

 Probability Density Function of the Number of 
Processes in a Queuing System. 

Let Xi denotes the maximum number of processes that 
can be in the ith finite queuing system at any time [12, 13].  
Suppose the arrival rate, xi when xi processes are in the ith 
queuing system of the queuing network be described as:  



 


otherwise

Xx ii
ix ,0

1,...3,,2,1,0,
       (1) 

Since the various processors are heterogeneous, therefore, it 
implies that the departure rate will vary, which can be 
described as: 
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otherwise

Xx ii
ix ,0

,...,4,3,2,1,
            (2) 

Using the steady state probability as stated in [7, 16] the 
probability that xi processes will be in the ith queuing system 
is 





 


otherwise

XxP
P ii

x
i

ix
,0

,0
                                (3) 

P0i can be obtained as we sum all the probabilities for the ith 
queuing system and equate it to 1.  This implies that:  





iX

x
xiP

0

1 .          (4) 

From equations (3) and (4), it implies that:  
P0i+iP0i+i

2P0i + i
3P0i + i

4P0i + … + i
X

iP0i = 1.       (5) 
Factorizing equation (5), it implies that  

P0i (1 + i + i
2 + i

3 + … + i
X

i) = 1.        (6) 
Using mathematical method of deriving recursive model for 

the xth terms of the sequence,  
0

i , 
1

i , 
2

i , 
3

i ,…, 

iX
i , the xth terms of the sequence is given as  

         1, Xi = 0 
 
 

Term1i(Xi, i )  =                 (7)   

 

       *i Term1i(Xi-1, i ),  Xi   0 

Therefore, the sum of the first xth terms of the sequence is 
given as 

       
              1  , Xi = 0 

 

Sum1i(Xi, i ) =            (8) 

 

              Term1i(Xi, i )+Sum1i(Xi-1, i ),Xi   0 

It has been derived in [18] that the probability density 
function of xi processes in the ith queuing system is:  












otherwise

Xx
XSumP ii

iii

x
i

xi

i

i

,0

,
),(1 


            (9) 

Equation (9) is the probability density function that models 
the probability that xi processes will be admitted to the ith 
queuing system. 
 

 Average Number of Processes in One Queuing 
System.  

Furthermore, the average number of processes in the ith 
queuing system can be described statistically as expectation 

of ix , where ix  is the random variable that denotes the 

number of processes in the ith queuing system. This can be 
written as   

E( ix ) =  


i

i

i

X

x
xii Px

0

.                                     (10) 

It has been derived in [18] that the above equation can be 
simplified as:   

),(1

1
)(

iii
i XSum

xE


  iX
iiiiii X  ...432 432     (11)  

Factorizing equation (11), we obtain 

),(1

1
)(

iii
i XSum

xE


  132 ...4321  iX
iiiiii X            (12) 

A recursive model can be used to determine the convergence 

of this series, 
132 ...4321  iX

iiiii X   as 

seen in equation (12). In order to determine the recursive 
model, we first determine the xth terms of the sequence, 1, 

12 i , 
23 i , 

34 i ,…, 
1iX

iiX  , which can be 

determined by considering the sequence as two sequences. 
The first sequence is: 1, 2, 3, 4, …., Xi , while the second 

sequence is: 
0

i , 
1

i , 
2

i , 
3

i ,…, 
1iX

i . Therefore the 

recursive model for the xth terms of the first sequence is 
given as follows: 

 1, Xi = 1 
    
 
 

Term2i(Xi) =              (13) 
 

 
1 + term2i(Xi-1), Xi   1   

The recursive model for the xth terms of the second 
sequence has been developed earlier in equation (7). 
Therefore, combining the two models in equations (7) and 

(13), the series, 
132 ...4321  iX

iiiii X   

converges to this recursive model, Sum2i(Xi, i ), which is 

given as: 
 
1,   Xi = 1 
 
                        
                     (14) 

 
 

Term2i(Xi)*term1i(Xi-1, i ) + Sum2i(Xi-1, i ), Xi   1 

 
Using equations (8) and (14), it has been derived in [18] that 
the above equation (12) can be reduced to: 

Lsi  =  
),(1 iii

i

XSum 


 Sum2i(Xi, i )   (15) 

 
 Effective Arrival Rate, effi for a Queuing 

System 
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The effective arrival rate, effi models the rate of arrival 
of processes that actually join the ith queue.  The reason for 
this is because the queue of the ith queuing system is finite; 
this means that there is a limit to the number of processes 
that the ith queue can admit.  Therefore, a process that 
arrives to join the queue can actually join the queue or be lost 
on arrival. It has been derived in [18] that the effective 
arrival rate for the ith queuing system is given as: 
  effi  = i(1-PiXi)     (16) 
 

 Average Waiting Time in a Queuing System. 
Using Little’s formulae as stated in [7], the average 

length of the ith queuing system is directly proportional to 
the average waiting time in the ith queuing system. This can 
be expressed as follows,  

Lsi  Wsi       (17) 
Lsi denotes the average length of the ith queuing system and 
Wsi  denotes the average waiting time in the ith queuing 
system. It has been derived in [18] that the average waiting 
time in the ith queuing system is given as: 

Wsi  = 
),(1* iiiffie

i

XSum 


* Sum2i(Xi, i )     (18) 

ffie  is the constant of proportionality. 

 Average Waiting Time in a Queue. 
The average waiting time in the ith queuing system, 

which will be denoted as Wsi has been defined in [17], as 
average time that a process waits in the ith queue together 
with the average service time. This has been derived in [18] 
as:   

i
iii

iiiffei

i
qi XSum

XSum
W





 1

),(2*
),(1*

      (19) 

 Average Number of Processes in a Queue. 
Using another version of Little’s formulae as stated in 

[7], the average length of the ith queue is directly 
proportional to the average waiting time in the ith queue. 
This can be expressed as  

Lqi  Wq i        (20) 
Lqi denotes the average length of the ith queue and Wqi 

denotes the average waiting time in the ith queue. This 
performance metric has been derived in [18] as: 

Lqi  =  
i

eff

iii

iiii i

XSum

XSum









),(1

),(2*
    (21) 

B. Models Based on the Whole Queuing Network. 
Having developed the models for the performance 

metrics of one queuing system, we proceed to develop the 
performance metrics of the whole queuing network by 
considering all the parallel processor queues and the various 

I/O queues. We define ii  as the probability that a process 

will join the ith queue after each cpu burst, and 0  as the 

probability that the execution of a process has been 
completed. Arrival of processes into the various parallel 

processor queues can come from the outside world or from 
the various I/O queues or from the particular parallel 
processor, at the expiration of the time quantum for that 
process. Let 

0  be the total arrival rate into the various 

queues, and let i  be the rate of arrival of processes into the 

ith processor queue, and   be the rate of arrival of 
processes from the outside world.. Under the steady state, the 
arrival rate into the ith queue is the same as the arrival rate 
from the ith queue to the queuing network [15]. Therefore, it 
means from the above discussion that   







kn

i
i

1
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Simplifying equation (22), we obtain 
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From discussion above and from definition, 
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Using equation (24) in equation (23), we obtain  
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Factorizing equation (25), we obtain the following: 
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From probability theory, sum of all probabilities is 1. It 
implies that 
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Simplifying equation (27), and using it in equation (26), we 
obtain the following: 

  00        (28) 

Simplifying equation (28), we obtain 
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Using equation (29) in equation (24), we obtain the 
following: 
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 i
i         (30) 

Therefore for the queuing network, arrival of processes in the 
ith queue has Poisson distribution with the following arrival 
rate 
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Similarly, the execution time in each of the queues has 

exponential distribution with parameter i . Therefore i , 

can be defined as    
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 Probability Density Function of the Number of 

Processes in  the Whole  Queuing Network. 
This measures the probability that x 1, x 2, x 3,…, x n, 

x n+1, x n+2, x n+3,…, x n+k.  are in each of the respective 
queues, 1,2,3..,n+1,n+2,n+3,… n+k. Since the random 
variables are independent random variables, therefore, the 
various probability density functions of the queues are 
independent. Since the independent probability density 

function of ix  processes are in the ith queuing system has 

been defined in (9), it follows from the product law of 
probability theory [15] that the above probability density 
function can be defined as follows: 
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 Number of Processes in the Whole Queuing 

Network. 
Two performance metrics can be defined based on the 
number of processes in the whole queuing network, they are: 
sum of the average number of processes in all the queuing 
systems of the queuing network and average number of 
processes in the queuing systems of the queuing network. 

Suppose ix  is a random variable that denotes the number of 

processes in the ith queuing system. We can define another 
random variable, Y as: 
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The random variable, Y. will denote the total number of 
processes in all the queuing networks. Taking the statistical 
expectation of Y, we obtain: 
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Using the probability theory law of expectation, equation 
(35) becomes: 
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Using the model developed in equation (15), which is the 
average number of processes in the ith queuing system, the 

performance metric under consideration can be modeled as 
follows: 

Ls  =  
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The performance metric in equation (37) can be called the 
sum of the average number of processes in the whole 
queuing network. Furthermore, suppose we define another 
random variable, A, which will denote the average number 
of processes in the various queuing systems of the whole 
queuing network. Therefore, the random variable, A, can be 
written as: 
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Taking the statistical expectation of A, we obtain: 
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Using probability theory law, equation (39) becomes: 
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Using equation (15) in equation (40), we obtain: 
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Equation (40) models the average number of processes in 
queuing systems of the queuing network. 
 

 Waiting Time in the Whole Queuing Network. 
This performance metric models the waiting time of one 

process in the entire queuing network. Following the same 
argument that was used to develop the performance metric 
that models the average waiting time in one of the queuing 
systems in equation (18) and extending Little’s formulae to 
consider all the queuing systems of the queuing network, this 
performance metric can be modeled as follows: 
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 is the chosen constant of proportionality 

 Waiting Time in the Whole Queue. 
This performance metric models the waiting time in all 

the queues of the queuing network.  Following the same 
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argument that was used to derive equation (19), which is the 
performance metric that models the average waiting time in 
one queue, and using equation (42), this performance metric 
can be modeled as follows: 

Wq = Ws -
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 Number of Processes in the Whole Queue. 
This performance metric models the number of processes 

in all the queues of the queuing network. Following the same 
argument that was used to derive the model in equation (21), 
which models the average number of processes in one of the 
queues of the queuing network, this performance metric can 
be modeled as follows: 

 Lq = 
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VI. ESTIMATING THE STANDARD ERROR OF THE 

MODELS 

One of the ways of assessing the accuracy of 
probabilistic, statistical models is to estimate the standard 

error of the models. Suppose ix  is the random variable that 

denote the number of processes in the ith queuing system of 
the queuing network, we can define the random variable Y, 
to represent the total number of processes in all the queues 
of the queuing network as follows: 
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Statistically, the standard error of the random variable Y in 
equation (45) can be defined as: 

SE(Y) = 
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Using probability theory law as stated in [20], equation (46) 
could be reduced to: 

SE(Y) =  
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Using the definition of variance of ix  as stated in [20], we 

obtain:  

VAR( ix )= E( ix i
2)-(E( ix ))2

      (48) 

E( ix i
2) has been developed in [22] as 

E( ix 2) = i
iii XSum
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1
*Sum3i(Xi, i )     (49) 

Sum3i(Xi, i ) has also been developed in [22] as: 
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Similarly, Term3i(Xi) has been developed in [22] as 
                          1, Xi = 1 
 
 
Term3i(Xi) =    
                      (51)   
 
              (2*Xi-1) + Term3i(Xi-1),  Xi   1 
 
Therefore, using equations (49) and (15) in equation (48), we 

obtain VAR( ix ), which is given below in equation (52) as: 
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Therefore, using equation (52) in equation (46), the standard 
error of the random variable Y can be written as: 
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VII. ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE METRICS 

The analysis of the performance metrics will help us to 
determine how parameter changes will affect the 
performance metrics [10]. The models were simulated on the 
computer using Java programming language, and the results 
of the simulated models were analyzed using statistical trend 
line analysis. Suppose the arrival rate from the outside world 
into the system is 18 and the probability that a process leaves 
the system after a processor burst is 0.2, figure 2a shows the 
results of the simulated model when we vary the total 
number of processes in the network in order to determine the 
waiting time in the system or response time. Similarly, for 
the same arrival rate from the outside world into the network 
and suppose the probability that a process leaves the network 
after a processor execution is 0.6, figure 2b shows the result 
of the simulated model when we vary the total number of 
processes in the network in order to determine the waiting 
time or response time in the system. When you compare the 
trend lines in figure 2a and 2b, you discover that for a 
specific number of processes in the queuing network, the 
waiting time or response time in the system in figure 2a is 
higher than the waiting time or response time in figure 2b. 
This is because the probability of a job leaving the queuing 
system is smaller in figure 2a than in figure 2b. The 
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interpretation of the above result is that small processes will 
spend a smaller time in the queuing network than large 
processes. Figure 2c shows that as the execution rate of all 
the processors increases, the response time or waiting time of 
the whole system decreases. The interpretation of the above 
result is that if most of the processors in the queuing network 
are fast processors, it will imply low system waiting time or 
system response time; on the other hand, if most of the 
processors in the queuing network are slow, it will imply 
high system waiting or response time. Similarly, in figure 2d, 
for non compute intensive applications of each of the queues 

of the queuing network, i.e. i is less than 1, the standard 

error of the queuing network decreases to a minimum value 
as the overall departure rates of each of the processors 
increase. The interpretation of this result is that as 
heterogeneous fast processors are used in the parallel 
computer for non-compute intensive applications, the 
standard error decreases to a minimum value. 

 

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This paper has been able to use recursive models to evaluate 
the performance of a heterogeneous distributed memory 
parallel computer system. It has been able to establish when 
the standard error of the model assumes a minimum value. 
This was accomplished by considering the whole queuing 
network of a heterogeneous distributed memory parallel 
computer system. The models were simulated using Java 
programming language and the results of the simulation were 
analyzed using regression/trend line analysis. We conclude 
by saying that efficient recursive models have been used to 
evaluate and assess the accuracy of the performance metrics 
of a heterogeneous distributed memory parallel computer 
system. 
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Figure 2. Results of the simulated models 
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Abstract— A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a collection of autonomous nodes that communicate with each other by forming a 
multi-hop radio network and maintaining connections in a decentralized manner. Security remains a major challenge for these 
networks due to their features of open medium, dynamically changing topologies, reliance on cooperative algorithms, absence of 
centralized monitoring points, and lack of clear lines of defense. Protecting the network layer of a MANET from malicious attacks 
is an important and challenging security issue, since most of the routing protocols for MANETs are vulnerable to various types of 
attacks. Ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing (AODV) is a very popular routing algorithm. However, it is vulnerable to the 
well-known black hole attack, where a malicious node falsely advertises good paths to a destination node during the route discovery 
process but drops all packets in the data forwarding phase. This attack becomes more severe when a group of malicious nodes 
cooperate each other. The proposed mechanism does not apply any cryptographic primitives on the routing messages. Instead, it 
protects the network by detecting and reacting to malicious activities of the nodes. Simulation results show that the scheme has a 
significantly high detection rate with moderate network traffic overhead and computation overhead in the nodes.   

Keywords - Mobile ad hoc network (MANET), blackhole, packet dropping attack, malicious node, routing misbehavior, collusion.  

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  

A MANET is a collection of wireless hosts that can be 
rapidly deployed as a multi-hop packet radio network 
without the aid of any established infrastructure or 
centralized administrator. Such networks can be used to 
enable next generation battlefield applications, including 
situation awareness systems for maneuvering war fighters, 
and remotely deployed unmanned micro-sensor networks. 
MANETs have some special characteristic features such as 
unreliable wireless media (links) used for communication 
between hosts, constantly changing network topologies and 
memberships, limited bandwidth, battery, lifetime, and 
computation power of nodes etc. While these characteristics 
are essential for the flexibility of MANETs, they introduce 
specific security concerns that are absent or less severe in 
wired networks. MANETs are vulnerable to various types of 
attacks. These include passive eavesdropping, active 
interfering, impersonation, and denial-of-service. Intrusion 
prevention measures such as strong authentication and 
redundant transmission can be used to improve the security 
of an ad hoc network. However, these techniques can address 
only a subset of the threats. Moreover, they are costly to 
implement. The dynamic nature of ad hoc networks requires 
that prevention techniques should be complemented by 
detection techniques, which monitor security status of the 
network and identify malicious behavior. 

One of the most critical problems in MANETs is the 
security vulnerabilities of the routing protocols. A set of 
nodes in a MANET may be compromised in such a way that 
it may not be possible to detect their malicious behavior 
easily. Such nodes can generate new routing messages to 

advertise non-existent links, provide incorrect link state 
information, and flood other nodes with routing traffic, thus 
inflicting Byzantine failure in the network. One of the most 
widely used routing protocols in MANETs is the ad hoc on-
demand distance vector (AODV) routing protocol [1]. It is a 
source initiated on-demand routing protocol. However, 
AODV is vulnerable to the well-known black hole attack. In 
[2], the authors have assumed that the black hole nodes in a 
MANET do not work as a group and have proposed a 
solution to identify a single black hole. However, their 
proposed method cannot be applied to identify a cooperative 
black hole attack involving multiple malicious nodes. In this 
paper, a mechanism is proposed to identify multiple black 
hole nodes cooperating as a group in an ad hoc network. 
The is an extension of our previous work [3], which  is a 
modified AODV protocol that makes use of a data routing 
information table (Section III). Extensive simulations have 
been done for evaluating the performance of the protocol.   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses some related work in security mechanism in 
routing for MANETs. Section III gives an overview of 
AODV protocol and the cooperative black hole attack. 
Section IV describes the proposed security protocol and the 
associated algorithm. Section V presents the important 
results obtained in simulation. Section VI concludes the 
paper while highlighting some future scope of work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The problem of security and cooperation enforcement has 
received considerable attention by researchers in the ad hoc 
network community. In this section, some of these 
contributions are presented. 
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The problem of securing the routing layer using 
cryptographically secure messages is addressed by Hu et al. 
[4], Papadimitratos and Haas [5], and Sanzgiri et al. [6]. 
Schemes to handle authentication in ad hoc networks 
assuming trusted certificate authorities have been proposed 
by Kong et al. [7]. Hubaux et al. [8] have employed a self-
organized PGP-based scheme to authenticate nodes using 
chains of certificates and transitivity of trust. Stajano et al. 
[9] have proposed authentication of users by imprinting in 
analogy to ducklings acknowledging the first moving subject 
they see as their mother.  

In contrast to securing the routing layer of ad hoc 
networks, some researchers have also focused on simply 
detecting and reporting misleading routing misbehavior. 
Watchdog and Pathrater [10] use observation-based 
techniques to detect misbehaving nodes, and report observed 
misbehavior back to the source of the traffic. Pathrater 
manages trust and route selection based on these reports. 
This allows nodes to choose better paths along which to 
route their traffic by routing around the misbehaving nodes. 
However, the scheme does not punish malicious nodes; 
instead, they are relieved of their packet forwarding burden. 

CONFIDANT [11] detects misbehaving nodes by means 
of observation and more aggressively informs other nodes of 
this misbehavior through reports sent around the network. 
Each node in the network hosts a monitor for observations, 
reputation records for first-hand and trusted second-hand 
reports, trust records to control the trust assigned to the 
received warnings, and a path manager used by nodes to 
adapt their behavior according to reputation information. 
Subsequent research has found that reputation schemes can 
be beneficial for fast misbehavior detection, but only when 
one can deal with false accusations [12].  

Researchers have also investigated means of 
discouraging selfish routing behavior in ad hoc networks, 
generally through payment schemes [13]. These approaches 
either require the use of tamper-proof hardware or central 
bankers to do the accounting securely, both of which may 
not be appropriate in some truly ad hoc network scenarios. In 
the per-hop payment scheme proposed by Buttyan et al. [14], 
the payment units are called nuglets and reside in a secure 
tamper-proof module in each node. The scheme relies on 
first-hand observations by the nodes. Directly observed 
positive behavior increases the rating of a node, while 
directly observed negative behavior decreases it by an 
amount larger than that is used for positive increments. If the 
rating of a node dips below the faulty threshold, the node is 
added to the faulty list. The faulty list is appended to the 
route request by each node broadcasting it to be used as a list 
of nodes to be avoided. A route is rated good or bad 
depending on whether the next hop is on the faulty list. If the 
next hop of a route is in the faulty list, the route is rated as 
bad. As a response to misbehavior of a node, all traffic from 
that node is rejected. A second chance mechanism for 
redemption employs a timeout after an idle period. After a 
timeout, the node is removed from the faulty list with its 
rating remaining unchanged. They have observed that given 
such a module, increased cooperation is beneficial not only 
for the entire network but also for individual nodes. The 

scheme can result in unfairness to some hosts, but its 
simplicity and performance may be appropriate in some 
cases. 

Bansal et al. [15] have proposed a scheme that relies on 
first-hand observations. Directly observed positive behavior 
increases the rating of a node, while directly observed 
negative behavior decreases it by an amount larger than that 
is used for positive increments. If the rating of a node dips 
below the faulty threshold, the node is added to a faulty list. 
The faulty list is appended to the route request by each node 
broadcasting it to be used as a list of nodes to be avoided. A 
route is rated good or bad depending on whether the next hop 
is on the faulty list. If the next hop of a route is in the faulty 
list, the route is rated as bad. As a response to misbehavior of 
a node, all traffic from that node is rejected. A second chance 
mechanism for redemption employs a timeout after an idle 
period. After a timeout, the node is removed from the faulty 
list with its rating remaining unchanged.  

In [16], a security architecture for MANETs has been 
proposed that involves mobile agents. In this scheme, 
multiple sensors deployed throughout the network collect 
and merge audit data implementing a cooperative detection 
algorithm. Sensors are deployed on some of the hosts in the 
network that monitor the network traffic. The selection of 
these nodes is based on the connectivity index and a 
distributed voting algorithm. The detection decisions are 
taken by mobile agents that migrate their execution and state 
information between different sensor hosts of the network, 
and finally return to the originator host with the results. The 
authors have proposed two different methods of decision-
making: collaborative and independent.  They argue that 
independent decision-making by mobile agents is susceptible 
to single point-of-failure problem and therefore, the 
collaborative method should be used. The main advantage of 
this scheme is the restriction of computation-intensive 
operations of the system to few dynamically elected nodes. 
However, most of the available mobile agent frameworks are 
heavyweight and can often be the targets of attacks 
themselves [17].  

Sen et al. have presented a scheme for detection of 
malicious packet dropping nodes in a MANET [18]. The 
mechanism is based on local misbehavior detection and 
flooding of the detection information in a controlled manner 
in the network so that the malicious node is detected even if 
moves out a local neighborhood.  Sen et al. have also 
proposed a trust and reputation-based mechanism for 
misbehavior detection of nodes in a MANET, in which every 
node computes the reputation information of its neighbors 
and exchanges the reputation information to make a 
cooperative detection [19]. 

Deng, Li and Agarwal [2] have suggested a mechanism 
of defense against black hole attack in ad hoc networks. In 
their proposed scheme, as soon as the RouteReply packet is 
received from one of the intermediate nodes, another 
RouteRequest is sent from the source node to a neighbor 
node of the intermediate node in the path. This is to ensure 
that such a path exists from the intermediate node to the 
destination node. For example, let the source node S send 
RouteRequest packets and receive RouteReply through the 
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intermediate malicious node M. The RouteReply packet of M 
contains information regarding its next-hop neighbor node. 
Let it contain information about the neighbor E. Then, the 
source node S sends FurtherRouteRequest packets to this 
neighbor node E. Node E responds by sending a 
FurtherRouteReply packet to source node S. Since node M is 
a malicious node, and thus not present in the routing list of 
node E, the FurtherRouteReply packet sent by node E will 
not contain a route to the malicious node M. But if it contains 
a route to the destination node D, then the new route to the 
destination through node E is selected, and the earlier 
selected route through node M is rejected. While this scheme 
completely eliminates the black hole attack by a single 
attacker, it fails completely in identifying a cooperative black 
hole attack involving multiple malicious nodes.  

III. AODV AND ITS SECURITY PROBLEMS 

In this section, a brief overview of the AODV routing 
protocol is presented and the security threat that are 
associated with this routing protocol are briefly discussed. 
More specifically, the cooperative black hole attack on 
AODV is also described. 

A. AODV Overview 

AODV is a reactive routing protocol that does not require 
maintenance of routes to destination nodes that are not in 
active communication. Instead, it allows mobile nodes to 
quickly obtain routes to new destination nodes. Every mobile 
node maintains a routing table that stores the next hop node 
information for a route to the destination node. When a 
source node wishes to route a packet to a destination node, it 
uses the specified route if a fresh enough route to the 
destination node is available in its routing table. If such a 
route is not available in its cache, the node initiates a route 
discovery process by broadcasting a RouteRequest (RREQ) 
message to its neighbors. On receiving a RREQ message, the 
intermediate nodes update their routing tables for a reverse 
route to the source node. All the receiving nodes that do not 
have a route to the destination node broadcast the RREQ 
packet to their neighbors. Intermediate nodes increment the 
hop count before forwarding the RREQ. A RouteReply 
(RREP) message is sent back to the source node when the 
RREQ query reaches either the destination node itself or any 
other intermediate node that has a current route to the 
destination. As the RREP propagates to the source node, the 
forward route to the destination is updated by the 
intermediate nodes receiving a RREP. The RREP message is 
a unicast message to the source node. 

AODV uses sequence numbers to determine the 
freshness of routing information and to guarantee loop-free 
routes. In case of multiple routes, a node selects the route 
with the highest sequence number. If multiple routes have 
the same sequence number, then the node chooses the route 
with the shortest hop count. Timers are used to keep the 
route entries fresh. When a link break occurs, RouteError 
(RERR) packets are propagated along the reverse path to the 
source invalidating all broken entries in the routing table of 
the intermediate nodes. AODV also uses periodic hello 
messages to maintain the connectivity of neighboring nodes. 

AODV does not incorporate any specific security 
mechanism, such as strong authentication. Therefore, there is 
no straightforward mechanism to prevent mischievous 
behavior of a node such as MAC spoofing, IP spoofing, 
dropping packets, or altering the contents of the control 
packets. Protocols like SAR [20] have been developed to 
secure AODV against certain types of attacks. However, 
these protocols achieve limited security at the cost of 
performance degradation in terms of message overhead and 
latency time. 

B. Cooperative Black Hole Attack 

The blackhole attack has two phases. In the first phase, the 
malicious node exploits the ad hoc routing protocol such as 
AODV to advertise itself as having a valid route to a destination 
node, with the intention of intercepting packets, even though the 
route is spurious. In the second phase, the attacker node drops the 
intercepted packets without forwarding them. There is a more 
subtle form of this attack when an attacker node suppresses or 
modifies packets originating from some nodes, while leaving the 
data packets from other nodes unaffected. This makes it difficult 
for other nodes to detect the malicious node. In this work, 
however, a defense mechanism has been proposed against a 
cooperative blackhole attack in a MANET that relies on 
AODV routing protocol. Symbolic notations in Figure 1 are 
used in all the subsequent diagrams in the paper. 

In the standard AODV protocol, when the source node S 
(Figure 2) wants to communicate with the destination node 
D, the source node S broadcasts the RouteRequest (RREQ) 
packet. Each neighboring active node updates its routing 
table with an entry for the source node S, and checks if it is 
the destination node or whether it has the current route to the 
destination node. If an intermediate node does not have the 
current route to the destination node, it updates the RREQ 
packet by increasing the hop count, and floods the network 
with the RREQ to the destination node D until it reaches 
node D or any other intermediate node that has the current 
route to D, as depicted in Figure 2. 

 

 
   Figure 1. Symbolic notations used in diagrams 

The destination node D or any intermediate node that has the 
current route to D, initiates a RouteReply (RREP) in the reverse 
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direction, as depicted in Figure 3. Node S starts sending data 
packets to the neighboring node that responded first, and 
discards the other responses. This works fine when the 
network has no malicious nodes. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Network flooding by RREQ messages 

In [2], authors have proposed a solution to identify and 
isolate a single blackhole node. However, the security threat 
arising out of the situation where multiple blackhole nodes 
act in coordination has not been addressed. For example, 
when multiple blackhole nodes are acting in coordination 
with each other, the first black hole node B1 refers to one of 
its partners B2 as the next hop, as depicted in Figure 2. In the 
mechanism propose in [2], the source node S sends a 
FurtherRequest (FRq) to B2 through a different route (S 2 
4 B2) other than via B1. Node S asks B2 if it has a route 
to node B1 and a route to destination node D. Because B2 is 
cooperating with B1, its “FurtherReply (FRp)” will be “yes” 
to both the questions. According to the solution proposed in 
[2], node S starts sending the data packets assuming that the 
route S-B1-B2 is secure. However, in reality, the packets are 
intercepted and then dropped by node B1 and the security of 
the network is compromised. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Propagation of RREP messages 

IV. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Before you begin to format your paper, first write and 
save the content as a separate text file. In this, section the 
proposed mechanism for defending against a cooperative black 
hole attack is presented. The mechanism modifies the AODV 

protocol by introducing two concepts, (i) data routing 
information (DRI) table and (ii) cross checking.  

 
    

 
Figure 4. Modified AODV protocol to prevent cooperative black-hole 

attack 

A. Data Routing Information 

In the proposed scheme, two bits of additional 
information are sent by the nodes that respond to the RREQ 
message of a source node during route discovery process. 
Each node maintains an additional data routing information 
(DRI) table. In the DRI table, the bit 1 stands for ‘true’ and 
the bit 0 stands for ‘false’. The first bit ‘From’ stands for the 
information on routing data packet from the node (in the 
Node filed), while the second bit ‘Through’ stands for 
information on routing data packet through the node (in the 
Node field). With reference to the example depicted in 
Figure 3, a sample database maintained by node 4 is shown 
in Table 1. The entry 1 0 for node 3 implies that node 4 has 
routed data packets from 3, but has not routed any data 
packets through 3 (before node 3 moved away from 4). The 
entry 1 1 for node 6 implies that, node 4 has successfully 
routed data packets from and through node 6. The entry 0 0 
for node B2 implies that, node 4 has not routed any data 
packets from or through B2. 

 

TABLE I.  DRI TABLE MAINTAINED IN NODE 4 

Data Routing  Information Node # 
From Through 

3 1 0 
6 1 1 
B2 0 0 
2 1 1 
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B. Cross Checking 

The proposed scheme relies on reliable nodes (nodes through 
which source has routed data previously and knows them to be 
trustworthy) to transfer data packets. The modified AODV 
protocol and the algorithm for the proposed mechanism are 
depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively.  

 

    
Figure 5. Modified AODV algorithm to detect co-operative black-hole 

attack 

In the modified protocol, the source node (SN) broadcasts 
a RREQ message to discover a secure route to the destination 
node. The intermediate node (IN) that generates the RREP 
has to provide information regarding its next-hop node 
(NHN) and its DRI entry for that NHN. 

Upon receiving the RREP message from IN, SN will 
check its own DRI table to see whether IN is its reliable 
node. If SN has used IN before for routing data packets, then 
IN is a reliable node for SN and SN starts routing data 
through IN. Otherwise, IN is unreliable and thus SN sends 
FRq message to NHN to check the identity of the IN, and 
asks NHN about the following information: (i) if IN has 
routed data packets through NHN, (ii) who is the current 
NHN’s next hop to destination, and (iii) has the current NHN 
routed data through its own next hop. The NHN, in turn, 
responds with FRp message including the following 
responses: (i) DRI entry for IN, (ii) the information about its 
(NHN’s) next hop node, and (iii) the DRI entry for its 
(NHN’s) next hop. Based on the FRp message from NHN, 
SN checks whether NHN is reliable or not. If SN has routed 
data through NHN before, NHN is reliable; otherwise, NHN 
is unreliable for SN. If NHN is reliable, then SN will check 
whether IN is a blackhole or not. If the second bit of the DRI 
entry from the IN is equal to 1, i.e. IN has routed data 

through NHN, and the first bit of the DRI entry from the 
NHN is equal to 0 i.e. NHN has not routed data from IN, 
then IN is a blackhole. If IN is not a blackhole and NHN is a 
reliable node, then the route is secure, and SN will update its 
DRI entry for IN with 0 1, and starts routing data via IN. If 
IN is a blackhole, then SN identifies all the nodes along the 
reverse path from IN to the node that generated the RREP as 
blackhole nodes. Subsequently SN ignores any other RREP 
from the black-holes and broadcasts the list of cooperative 
black-holes in the network. If NHN is an unreliable node, SN 
treats current NHN as IN and sends FRq to the updated IN’s 
next hop node and goes on in a loop from steps 7 through 24 
in the algorithm depicted in Figure 5. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Detection of multiple black-hole nodes in one-time check 

As an example, let’s consider the network in Figure 6. 
When node B1 responds to source node S with RREP 
message, it provides its next hop node B2 and DRI for the 
next hop (i.e. if B1 has routed data packets through B2). Here 
the blackhole node (B1) lies about using the path by replying 
with the DRI value equal to 0 1. Upon receiving RREP 
message from B1, the source node S checks its own DRI table 
to see whether B1 is a reliable node. Since S has never sent 
any data through B1 before, B1 is not a reliable node to S. 
Therefore, S sends FRq to B2 via alternative path S  2  4 
 B2 and asks B2 about three things: (i) whether B2 has 
routed any data from B1, (ii) who is B2’s next hop, and (iii) 
whether B2 has routed data packets through B2’s next hop. 
Since B2 is maliciously collaborating with B1, it replies 
positively to all the three queries and gives node 6 (chosen 
randomly) as its next hop. When the source node contacts 
node 6 via alternative path S  2  4  6 to cross check 
the validity of the claims of node B2, node 6 responds 
negatively. Since node 6 has neither a route to node B2 nor it 
has received data packets from node B2, the DRI value 
corresponding to B2 as stored in node 6 is 0 0 as shown in 
Figure 6. Based on this information, node S can infer that B2 
is a blackhole node. If node B1 really had routed data packets 
through node B2 before, it should have validated the node 
(B2) before sending it. Now, since node B2 is invalidated 
through node 6, the source node S infers that node B1 is 
maliciously cooperating with node B2. Hence both nodes B1 
and B2 are marked as blackhole nodes and this information is 
propagated throughout leading to the revocation of their 
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certificates. Subsequently S discards any further responses 
from B1 or B2 and looks from a valid alternative route to D. 

The process of cross checking the intermediate nodes is a 
one-time procedure which should be affordable for the purpose 
of security. The cost of crosschecking the nodes can be 
minimized by allowing the nodes to share the DRI table of their 
trusted nodes with each other. 

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

The experiments for the evaluation of the proposed 
scheme have been carried out using the network simulator 
ns-2. The 802.11 MAC layer implemented in ns-2 is used for 
simulation. An improved version of random waypoint model 
is used as the model of node mobility [21]. Performances of 
the three protocols are evaluated: (i) Standard AODV 
protocol, (ii) AODV with two malicious nodes cooperating 
in a blackhole attack, and (iii) AODV with the proposed 
algorithm. The scenarios developed to carry out the tests use 
two parameters: (i) the mobility of the nodes and (ii) the 
number of active connections in the network. The chosen 
parameters for simulation are presented in Table II.  

 

TABLE II.  SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 
Simulation duration 
Simulation area 
Number of mobile nodes 
Transmission range 
Movement model 
Maximum speed 
Traffic type 
Total number of flows 
Packet rate 
Data payload 
Number of malicious nodes 
Host pause time  

1000 sec 
1000 * 1000 m 
30 
200 m 
Random waypoint 
5 – 20 m /sec 
CBR (UDP) 
15 
2 packets / sec 
512 bytes / packet 
2 
10 sec 

 
 

 
Figure 7. Packet delivery ratio vs. no. of active connections 

Following metrics are chosen to evaluate the impact of 
the blackhole attack on the simulated network: (i) packet 
delivery ratio and (ii) false routing packets sent by the 
attacker nodes. These metrics were used to measure the 
severity of the attack and the improvement that the scheme 
manages to achieve during an active attack scenario. Every 

point in the graph (Figures 7-10) is an average of the values 
obtained after the experiment is repeated five times. 

In Figure 7, the metric packet delivery ratio is plotted 
against the number of active connections. As the total 
number of mobile nodes in the network is 30, the maximum 
number of connections in the network is 29. A general 
observation from Figure 7 is that AODV achieves maximum 
delivery ratio with 10 to 25 active connections. However the 
delivery ratio falls slightly when the maximum number of 
connections (in this case 29) is established. The cooperative 
blackhole attack has a very severe impact as it decreases the 
delivery ratio to a value that is even less than half of the 
normal AODV delivery ratio. With the proposed scheme, the 
delivery ratio obtained is around 60%, which is a significant 
improvement over the degraded performance of the network 
under cooperative blackhole attack without any security 
mechanism. 

 

 
Figure 8. Delivery ratio vs. nodes’ mobility 

In Figure 8, packet delivery ratio is plotted against the 
mobility of the nodes. It is observed that AODV performs 
better for lower node mobility rates. The delivery rate starts 
dropping with increasing mobility of the nodes. The 
performance of the network significantly reduces when 
AODV is under the cooperative blackhole attack, and when 
the mobility of the nodes in the network increases. This 
behavior of the protocol is expected due to the following 
reason. With increasing mobility of the nodes the topology of 
the network changes faster, resulting in frequent route 
request generation. This gives an opportunity to a malicious 
node to send more false RREP packets. AODV under 
blackhole attack exhibits a decrease in delivery ratio to 38%. 
The proposed algorithm increases the delivery ratio to 55%, 
resulting in an average improvement of 17%. 

The second metric that is used in the evaluation of the attack 
is the number of false packets sent by the attacker nodes versus 
the number of active connections in the network. This metric has 
been used to examine the overhead of the blackhole attack. From 
Figure 9, it is observed that the average number of false 
RREPs sent by the malicious nodes in all the experiments 
conducted was 2056, and the number of nodes that inserted 
the false route into their routing table was 22 out of the total 
30 nodes. Figure 10 shows that with the increase in the 
mobility, the number of false RREP packets sent by the 
malicious nodes also increases. 
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Figure 9. No. of false replies from attacker nodes vs. no. of connections 

 
Figure 10. No. of false replies sent by attacker nodes vs. nodes’ mobility 

In order to further study the performance of the scheme 
under varying number of black-hole nodes, the percentages of 
black-hole nodes are varied from 0% to 20%  and performance 
of the protocol is measured with respect to four parameters: (i) 
false positive rate, i.e., the probability of incorrectly identifying 
an honest node as malicious, (ii) false negative rate, i.e., the 
probability of failure in detecting a malicious node, (iii) data 
packet delivery ratio, i.e., the percentage of data packets that is 
successfully delivered, and (iv) communication overhead due to 
control packets of the security algorithm.  

 
 

 
Figure 11. False positive rate vs. nodes’ mobility 

Figure 11 shows how false positive rate varies with the 
mobility of the nodes for different percentages of black-hole 
nodes in the network. The maximum value of observed false 
positive rate is found to be 7%. The false positive rate increases 
as the nodes move faster. If a node constantly moves at a high 
speed, it can gather only partial information about its 
transmissions with the current neighbors. As a result, it is more 
likely to make errors in detection.  

 

       
Figure 12. Misdetection (false negative) rate vs. nodes’ mobility 

Figure 12 depicts the variation of false negative rate with 
nodes’ mobility for different percentages of black-hole nodes. It 
is seen that false negative rate is maximum (12%) in a static 
network which starts dropping with the mobility of the nodes. 
This is because in a static network if a black hole remains in a 
sparsely populated region, its neighbors may not be able to 
punish it since there may not be requisite k number of nodes to 
arrive at the consensus. On the contrary, in a mobile network, the 
mobility increase the probability that other nodes roam into the 
region of black hole node(s), or the black hole node(s) enters into 
a densely populated region. As a result, it is less likely that a 
black-hole would be able to escape without being detected.  

 
 

           
Figure 13. Data packet delivery rate vs. no. of black-holes 

Figure 13 shows how the data packet delivery ratio varies 
with respect to the number of black-hole nodes for the base 
AODV protocol, and for the proposed secure routing protocol. It 
is observed that even when20% of the nodes in the network are 
malicious black-holes, the percentage of packets successfully 
delivered is more than 90%, if the proposed security protocol is 
utilized. However, 100% packet delivery ratio is not achieved 
even with the proposed security protocol. A careful analysis of 
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the trace files has shown that most of the packet loss occurs 
during the detection and reaction phase of the algorithm. 

 

         
Figure 14. Control packet overhead due to different no. of data packets 

Figure 14 shows the communication overhead due the 
control packet exchanges in the security protocol. It has been 
observed that with the increase in number of black-hole nodes, 
the overhead increases. The result for the worst case has been 
reported in Figure 14, in which case the percentage of malicious 
node is 20%. The communication overhead is as shown as the 
percentage of the number of control packets required to route 
different number of data packets in the network.  The 
performance of the plain AODV is taken as the baseline. It is 
observed that the overhead due to the proposed security 
mechanism decreases as the number of data packets transmitted 
is increased. This clearly demonstrates that the scheme is 
efficient and has a low communication overhead.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, routing security issues in MANETs are 

discussed in general, and in particular the cooperative 
blackhole attack has been described in detail. A security 
protocol has been proposed that can be utilized to identify 
multiple blackhole nodes in a MANET and thereby identify a 
secure routing path from a source node to a destination node 
avoiding the blackhole nodes. The proposed scheme has 
been evaluated by implementing it in the network simulator 
ns-2, and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
mechanism. As a future scope of work, the proposed security 
mechanism may be extended so that it can defend against 
other attacks like resource consumption attack and packet 
dropping attack, grey-hole attack etc.  
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Abstract— A distributed memory heterogeneous parallel computer system can be described as a heterogeneous parallel computer 
system where each of the processors has its own memory. In a heterogeneous parallel computer system, the computational 
resources distributed to each of the processors, like memory capacity and processor speed differ from one another. Since the 
memory is distributed, it means that each of the processors will have its own queue. Furthermore, a compute intensive application 
of a heterogeneous parallel computer is an application of heterogeneous parallel computer system where the overall utilization 
factor is high and greater than 1, for each of the heterogeneous queues of the parallel computer system. This means that the arrival 
rate into each of the heterogeneous queues is greater than the departure rate of the processor for that queue. On the other hand, a 
non-compute intensive application of a heterogeneous parallel computer system is an application of a heterogeneous parallel 
computer system where the overall utilization factor of each of the queues is less than 1. This paper models the various 
performance metrics of a compute intensive application of a distributed memory heterogeneous parallel computer system using 
analytic and recursive models. 

Keywords - heterogeneous parallel computer, distributed memory parallel computer, queuing network, performance metrics, compute 
intensive applications 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 A heterogeneous parallel computer system is one in 
which the computational power of each of the processors 
differs from one another. With distributed memory, it 
means that each of the heterogeneous processors has its 
own memory. Describing the system using queuing 
network, each of the processors has its own queue. With a 
round robin scheduling algorithm, processes can be 
scheduled to the various parallel processors, whenever a 
process needs to perform an I/O operation, it joins the 
appropriate I/O queue. Therefore, the queuing network of  
a heterogeneous parallel computer system consists of 
parallel processors, parallel processor queues, I/O 
processors and I/O queues. Suppose there are n different 
parallel processor queuing systems and k different I/O 
queuing systems. A queuing system in this context is 
defined as a processor, together with its own queue. We 
also assume that the various queues are finite [1, 2, 3, 4] 
i.e. there is a limit to the number of jobs that can be 
admitted into the queues, and negligible communication 
overhead. Suppose X1, X2, X3, … , Xn , Xn+1, Xn+2, Xn+3, 
…, Xn+K are the maximum number of processes that can 
be admitted into the respective queues. We assume that 
processes arrive into the queuing network according to 
Poisson distribution, and they are serviced according to 

exponential distribution [5, 6].  Figure 1 illustrates a model 
of the queuing network of a heterogeneous parallel 
computer system with distributed memory. Though the 
various I/O queues feed the various parallel processors, 
new arrivals into the network comes from a single entry 
and the performance metrics under consideration are the 
performance metrics of the whole queuing network of the 
heterogeneous parallel computer, therefore arrival from the 
various I/O queues or from the parallel processors are not 
considered as new arrival. 

II.  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 Though analytic queuing method can be used to 
model the performance of a heterogeneous parallel 
computer system with distributed memory, there is the 
need to combine a novel analytic approach that is based on 
the probability of the number of processes in each of the 
queues, with an efficient linear recursive models [9]. The 
reason for the combination of the two types of models is to 
realize the benefits of the novel analytic model, which is 
efficient when modeling some performance metrics, like 
total number of processes in all the queues of the queuing 
network and total waiting time in all the queues of the 
queuing network. Furthermore, efficiency and elegance are 
some of the benefits of the recursive model [9]. Therefore, 
it is necessary to combine the novel analytic model with 
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recursive model in order to eliminate inefficiency and 
realize efficiency when modeling some of the performance 
metrics of compute intensive applications of distributed 
memory heterogeneous parallel computer system.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Queuing network of a heterogeneous parallel computer system 
with distributed memory. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Queuing approach has been used extensively in the 
literature to model the performance of computer systems. 
However, this has been done in different ways and for 
different models of computer systems. In [20], the authors 
used a recursive computation approach to solve the steady 
state equations, thereby leading to the modeling of the 
various performance metrics of a multi-terminal system 
that is subject to breakdown. Furthermore, the author in 
[24] used a rigorous approach to model the performance of 
heterogeneous parallel computer system without 
introducing any constraint on the kind of interconnection 
between the heterogeneous nodes. Furthermore, in [24], 
systems with the same interconnection speed were 
considered when modeling the performance of 
heterogeneous parallel computer system. The authors in 
[25] looked at alternative ways of measuring the 
performance of heterogeneous parallel computer system, 
by modeling linear speed and linear efficiency using 
simulation-modeling techniques. In [26], the author 
showed that Little’s formulae could be universally 
applicable, if properly interpreted to take account of state-
varying entrance rates, batch arrivals, and multiple 

customer classes. In [27], the author confirmed that Little's 
formula could be applied to very general queuing systems 
(not just M/M/1), even whole networks! The authors in 
[28] considered a new performance metric, variation of the 
computing power as a unique performance metric that is 
ideal for a heterogeneous network of workstations, though 
an approach different from queuing approach was used to 
do this. In [29], analytic models were used to model the 
performance of computer intensive applications of parallel 
computers, while [30] used recursive models only to 
evaluate the performance of compute intensive application 
of a parallel computer system. In [31], recursive models 
were used to evaluate the performance of heterogeneous 
parallel computer system with distributed memory. 
However, in [32], the authors used the same novel 
analytical approach to model the various performance 
metrics of compute intensive applications of a single 
processor computer system. This paper can be regarded as 
a generalization of what was done in [32].  
 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 This paper uses a combination of novel analytic 
models and recursive models to evaluate the performance 
of the queuing network of a heterogeneous parallel 
computer system with distributed memory. A queuing 
approach, with finite queues has been used to achieve the 
above aim. The parallel processors depict parallel servers, 
and all the related laws that are based on queuing systems, 
like Little’s formulae as stated in [7]. The statistical 
method of probability density function has been used to 
develop the probability density function of the number of 
processes in the queue, and some probability theory laws 
[15, 23]. A novel method of deriving the recursive model 
that determines the xth terms and the convergence of 
important mathematical series has been used to develop 
the recursive models. The simulation of the models on the 
computer has been done using Java programming 
language and the statistical regression/trend line analysis 
has been used to analyze the results of the simulation [11].  
 

V.  DEVELOPING THE MODELS 

 As a result of the use of the above methodologies, the 
following models have been developed for one queue and 
for all the queues of the queuing network. 

A. Models Based on a Queuing System 

The following models have been developed for one 
queuing system 
 Probability Density Function of the Number of 
Processes in a Queue. 
 
 Let Xi denotes the maximum number of processes that 
can be on the ith finite queuing system at any time [12, 13, 
14].  Therefore, it means that the maximum number of 
processes that can be admitted into the ith queue 
(excluding the process the processor is executing) is Xi-1. 

cpu queue 
Parallel 
Pocessors

cpu queue 

cpu queue 

cpu queue 

I/O queue 

I/O queue 

I/O queue 

I/O processors 
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Suppose the arrival rate, xi when xi processes are in the 
ith queue of the queuing network be described as:  



 


otherwise

Xx iii
ix ,0

2,...3,,2,1,0,
                   (1) 

Since the various processors are heterogeneous, therefore, 
it implies that the departure rate will vary, which can be 
described as: 



 


otherwise

Xx ii
ix ,0

1,...,4,3,2,1,
       (2) 

Using the steady state probability as stated in [7, 16] the 
probability that xi processes will be in the ith queue is 





 


otherwise

XxP
P ii

x
i

ix
,0

1,0
          (3) 

The utilization factor for the ith queuing system, i  is 

defined as: 

i

i




. To obtain the value of P0i in equation (3), we sum all 

the probabilities for the ith queue and equate it to 1.  This 
implies that:  







1

0

1
i

i

X

x
xiP .                                    (4) 

From equations (3) and (4), it implies that:  
P0i+iP0i+i

2P0i + i
3P0i + i

4P0i + … + i
X

i
-1P0i = 1.   (5)           

Factorizing equation (5), it implies that  
P0i (1 + i + i

2 + i
3 + … + i

X
 i

 -1) = 1.        (6) 
Analytically, the series in equation (6) converges to: 

i

X
i
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1

1
, provided that i  1, otherwise it converges 

to Xi. It implies that P0i 
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1
 = 1, when i  1 

and  P0i(Xi) = 1, when i = 1. Solving for P0i, we obtain: 
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                 (7) 
Using equation (7) in equation (3), we have the following: 
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1

1,...3,2,1,0,1,
1
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i
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i
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   (8)             

Equation (8) is the probability density function that models 
the probability that xi processes is in the ith queue. 

 
 Number of Processes in One Queue.  
Furthermore, the average number of processes in the ith 

queue can be described statistically as expectation of ix , 

where ix  is the random variable that denotes the number 

of processes in the ith queue. This can be written as   

E( ix ) =  




1

0

i

i

i

X

x
xii Px .                      (9) 

Using equation (8) in equation (9), when the utilization 
factor is large (greater than 1), we obtain: 

E( ix )= 
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X
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i
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1

  (10) 

Equation (10) can be simplified as 

 232 )1(...4321
1

1
)( 












 i

i

X
iiiiiiX

i

i
i XxE 


 (11) 

A recursive model has been used in [30,31] to determine 
the convergence of the series in equation (11).  The 

recursive model is called Sum2i(Xi, i ), and it is given 

as: 
1,   Xi = 1 
 
                       
    (12) 
 
 

Term2i(Xi)*term1i(Xi-1, 
i ) + Sum2i(Xi-1, i ), Xi   1 

 
Term2i(Xi) and term1i(Xi, i ) are given as: 

1, Xi = 1 
    
 

Term2i(Xi) =         
      (13) 
 
1 + term2i(Xi-1), Xi   1   
        1, Xi = 0 
 
 

Term1i(Xi, i )  =         

                  (14)   
          

        *i Term1i(Xi-1, i ),  Xi   0 

Therefore, using equation (12) in equation (11), we obtain: 

)( ixE =Lqi  =  iX
i

i

i




















1

1
Sum2i(Xi-1, i )          (15) 

 Waiting Time in a Queue. 
Using Little’s formulae as stated in [7], the average length 
of the ith queue is directly proportional to the average 
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waiting time in the ith queue. This can be expressed as 
follows,  
Lqi  Wqi    (16) 
Using equation (15) and the constant of proportionality in 
equation (16), we obtain: 

ffie

iii
iX

i

i
q

XSum
W

ii 



 ),1(2

1

1 












        (17) 

ffie  is the constant of proportionality, which is the 

effective arrival rate for the ith queue, which can be 
modeled as: 
 effi  = i(1-PX i -1)                               (18) 
 
 Waiting Time in a Queue. 
Using queuing theory law as stated in [7], which states that 
the average waiting time in the system is equal to the sum 
of the average waiting time in the queue and the average 
service time, i.e. 

. 
i

qs ii
WW


1

               (19) 

Using equation (17) in equation (19), we obtain: 
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        (20) 

 
 Number of Processes in a Queuing System. 
Using another version of Little’s formulae as stated in [7], 
the average length of the ith queuing system is directly 
proportional to the average waiting time in the ith queuing 
system. Using the constant of proportionality and equation 
(20), we obtain the following: 
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iiiX
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1

1
 (21) 

 
 Percentage of utilization of one processor. 
This performance metrics models the percentage of  
time one processor is being utilized. This performance 
metric can be modeled as: 

Ui = 
1

100*














i

effi





    (22) 

B. Models Based on The Whole Queuing Network. 

Having developed the models for the performance metrics 
of one queuing system, these models can be extended to 
the whole queuing systems of the queuing network of a 
heterogeneous parallel computer system. It is necessary to 

define ii  as the probability that a process will join the ith 

queue after each cpu burst, and 0  as the probability that 

the execution of a process has been completed. New 
arrival of processes into the various parallel processor 

queues can come from the outside world. Let i  be the 

rate of arrival of processes into the ith queuing system, and 
 , the rate of arrival of processes from the outside world.. 
Under the steady state, when we consider the queuing 
network, the overall utilization factor has been defined in 
[31] as:

 

)23(
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 Percentage of Utilization of the Processors. 
This performance metric models the percentage of time 
that the various processors are being utilized or busy. 
Since each of the processors executes independently, this 
performance metric can be modeled by taking the average 
of the various utilization percentage of the various 
processors, as follows: 

U = 
kn

U
kn

i
i






1                   (24) 

 Number of Processes in all the Queues of the Queuing 
Network 

Suppose ix  is the random variable that denotes the 

number of processes in the ith queue. Therefore, another 
random variable, Y, can denote the total number of 
processes in all the queues of the queuing network, as: 

 





kn

i
ixY

1

    (25) 

Therefore, the average of the total number of processes in 
all the queues of the queuing network can be defined 
statistically as: 
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Using one of probability theory laws in [23], we obtain: 
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)()(    (27) 

From [23], the expectation can be defined statistically as:  
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Using equation (15) in equation (29), we obtain: 

)( ixE
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),1(21
            (30) 

Using equation (30) in equation (27), we obtain: 
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 Waiting Time in all the Queues of the Network 
Using the Little’s formulae, which can be extended to the 
queuing network, the average number of processes in all 
the queues of the queuing network is directly proportional 
to the average waiting time in all the queues of the queuing 
network, this implies, 
Lq  Wq    (32) 
Using the chosen constant of proportionality as stated in 
[31], and using equation (31) in equation (32), we obtain 
the following: 
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 Waiting Time in the Queuing Network 
Using an extended version of the queuing system law as 
stated in equation (19), so that it can be applied to the 
queuing network, we obtain the following: 
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(34) 

 
 Number of Processes in all the Queuing Systems of 
the Queuing Network 
Using extended Little’s formulae as it applies to queuing 
network, which states that the number of processes in all 
the queuing systems of the queuing network is directly 
proportional to the waiting time in all the queuing systems 
of the queuing network. Using the chosen constant of 
proportionality of the extended Little’s formulae and 
equation (34), we obtain the following: 
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VI  RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION 

 The result of the simulation was analyzed to 
determine how performance metrics change as a particular 
parameter varies, while other parameters remain constant 
[10]. Figures 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d and 2e show the results of the 
simulation using a two-processor parallel computer 
system. Suppose the probability of a process leaving the 
system is known to be 0.2 and the probability of a process 
going to queues 1 and 2 is 0.4, and the arrival rate from the 
outside world is 50, and the departure rates from 
processors 1 and 2, are 10 and 5, respectively. For various 
values of the maximum number of processes in the two 
queues, the models were used to obtain the results shown 
in figures 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d and 2e for the various values of 
the maximum number of processes in the two queues (i.e. 
total degree of multiprogramming). In figures 2a, 2b, 2c 
and 2d, we discover that for compute intensive 
applications (i.e. overall utilization factor for all the queues 
is greater than 1 and high), as the total degree of 
multiprogramming increases, the following performance 
metrics, number of processes in all the queues, waiting 
time in all the queues, waiting time in all the queuing 
systems and the number of processes in all the queuing 
systems increase as well. However, as the total degree of 
multiprogramming increases for compute intensive 
applications, the average utilization percentage remains 
constant as can be seen in figure 2e. The results in figure 
2a-2e can be used to determine the appropriate memory 
capacity that can be used to deploy compute intensive 
applications.  
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Figure 3: Performance Metrics Against Arrival Rate 
 
 Furthermore, for fixed values of the following 
parameters, maximum number of processes in queue 1 and 
2 are 30 and 40, respectively, departure rates for processor 
1 and 2 are 10 and 5, respectively, probability of a process 
going to queue 1 or queue 2 after each cpu burst is 0.4, and 
the probability that a process will depart from the network 
is 0.2, for various values of arrival rate that satisfy the 
condition for compute intensive application, figure 3 show 
the results of the simulated model. The interpretation of 
the results show that for compute intensive application, as 
the arrival rate increases, while other parameters remain 
constant, the average utilization percentage attains its 
maximum constant value, and other performance metrics 
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remain constant.. This result can be used to determine the 
best compute intensive application that a particular 
specification of a distributed memory heterogeneous 
parallel computer will be deployed to. 
 Figure 4 shows the results of the simulation when the 
departure rate varies, while other parameters remain 
constant. Figure 4a and 4b show that as the total departure 
rates increase, the waiting time in all the queuing systems 
and the waiting time in all the queues decrease 
accordingly, for the following constant input parameters of 
compute intensive applications: arrival rate into the 
network is 50, probability that a process will depart from 
the network after each cpu burst is 0.2, while the 
probability that a process will be scheduled to processor 1 
and 2 is 0.4, the maximum number of processes that can 
be admitted into queue 1 and 2 is 60 and 65, respectively. 
Similarly, figure 4c and 4d show that as the total departure 
rate increases for the same compute intensive applications, 
the number of processes in all the queuing systems and the 
average utilization percentage of all the processors remain 
constant.   

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 This paper has been able to evaluate the performance 
of compute intensive application of heterogeneous parallel 
computer system with distributed memory by combining 
novel analytic model and recursive model. This was 
accomplished by considering the whole queuing network 
of a heterogeneous parallel computer system. The models 
were simulated using Java programming language and the 
results of the simulation were analyzed using 
regression/trend line analysis.  
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Figure 2: Simulation Results Showing Various Performance Metrics Against Arrival Rate 
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Figure 4: Simulation Results Showing Various Performance Metrics Against Total Departure Rate 
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Abstract_This study aims to investigate the parts working with majority logic usable for developing single electronic aggregate 

circuits. These gates include two single electron boxes (SEB) that are similar and having three signal inputs and three outputs. 
Logic 1 in the output emerges when two or three inputs are “1” and when we have logic “0”, with two or three inputs “0” and 
continuously, we will examine and introduce proposed gates such as AND, OR, BUFFER and dealing with the accuracy of function 
of such structures by SIMON Simulator specialized for single electron tools. 

 
Keywords - Single electron, Nano particles, buffer, island, tunneling 

 
  

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Single electron parts are considered as parts used in 
Nano electronic and due to their very low energy usage and 
capability of using several gates in transistors and other 
single electron tools (these gates may provide us with higher 
performance) besides their very low size, this paper tries to 
have a deep concentration on single electron parts.  
 One of the issues discussed in single electron parts is 
applying and launching the parts in the frame of aggregate 
circuits. For this reason, there are proposed basic gates that 
comprising the basic of digital system. These gates follow of 
another logic called “Majority Logic” that its gates in this 
paper it is introduced by a pair of single electron box (SEB) 
and accuracy of this configuration verified by a SIMON 
Simulator that is a simulator based on MONTE CARLO. 
 Part 2 studies the single electron tools and their current 
concepts and part 3 deals with majority gates and logic 
governing on them.  Part 4 discusses the designing and 
launching AND, OR, BUFFER with studying the simulation 
results using SIMON Simulator. And finally there is a 
general conclusion.  
 

II. SINGLE ELECTRONIC TOOLS 
 
  One of the most basic single electronic tools working 
based on quantum tunneling is single electronic box (SBE) 
that is considered due to its low size and programmability. 
 
A. Electrical and behavioral specifications of SEB 

 In a glance, SEB comprised from two series of 
capacitors and can be powered by a DC power.  
supply and its output is an extractable nodel. As indicated in 
figure 2, from SIMON Simulator, by increase in the power 
voltage, output voltage begins to increase and when it attains 
to a given point that is tunneling threshold, it will abruptly 
fall in the output and by increasing the input voltage, this will 
be repeated. This can be proved by seeing figure 3 indicating 
the increased electron in nodel after any tunneling and we 
can see that before tunneling, by increased voltage, there may 
not be any change in the number of electrons present in 
nodel. While, by increasing the voltage in both ends of 
tunnel, an electron may tunnel from ground to nodel and 
added to the number of electrons. Threshold voltage for 
tunneling is e/2C1 and in the output, voltage will be put 
between two high and low limits  ((e/2)(1/C∑)) 
 

 
             

Figure 1- circuit schematic of a SEB 
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Ffigure 2- voltage output resulted from simulation of dc function on seb 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3- Simulation resulted from DC function on SEB with load output 

 
B.  A Pair of Balanced Single Electron Box 
 SEB is a mono stable part and state of this part is 
determined by bias used in it (Vdd), for this reason, it may not 
be useful for being applied in binary logical gates; thus, (for 
developing the majority logic) it is needed to a bistable tools. 
This has been designed by combining two similar SEBs as 
indicated in figure 4. 
 This bistable made out of two SEBs that their isles 
connected to each other by a capacitor, C0, by this, it is 
determined the stable state by electrons in the isle (n1, n2) that 
has two stable states comparing with a SEB. When there is 
an increase in Vdd, an electron moves from ground to one of 
the isles and force them to obtain negative voltage and also 
prevents more tunneling to itself and next isles and in this 
state, it can be seen two states (1,0) and (0,1) in the isles. 
 This bistable will change its state by increase in Vdd 
(figures 4&5). When Vdd=0,  bistable is in (0,0) state and 
when Vdd increases and attains to threshold voltage, one 
electron may conduct from ground to one of the isles, here 
isle 2 (because conditions are the same for both, therefore, 
tunneling possibility is the same for both); thus, the state will 
be changed from (0,0) to (0,1) and when there is occurred 
tunneling for one, other tunneling will be stopped and it 
maintains the circuit of this state by increase in bias voltage 
and bias voltage attains to second threshold and this indicates 
that proposed balanced pair is a bistable in the range of bias 
voltage, V1 and V2, and this paper will examine this bias 

range. By increase in Vdd, and passing from second 
threshold, the state of bistable will be changed to (1,1) and 
when Vdd increases more, its state will be changed from 
(1,1) to (2,1) or (1,2) and by more increase, it will attain to 
(2,2),… In this simulation, all capacitors are considered 10af. 
 

 
 

Figure 4- Load output in SEB bistable 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5- Output of a similar SEB pair by applying majority gates voltage 

 
 

III. MAJORITY LOGIC 
 
  Majority gate logic function determines output state by 
majority of inputs state. A majority gate has some binary 
inputs and in this proposed structure, there is also the same 
size of outputs (bistable). Following table indicates the 
accuracy of majority gate of three inputs compatible with 
algebraic equation (Boolean) (1): 

Out=abc+a’bc+ab’c+abc’+a’b’c’                   (1) 
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Figure 6- (a) schematic of a balanced pair (bistable), (b)  
schematic of inputs and outputs 

 

 
 

Figure 7- inputs and outputs (0,0,0) and (1,1,1) 
 

 

IV. DESIGNING AND LAUNCHING AND, OR, BUFFER 
 
 In this part, there are provided some proposals with 
simulation of designs for main gates used in logical circuits. 
Accuracy of proposed designs tested and verified by SIMON 
Simulator. 
 
A.  Designing and Launching AND 
 Initially, it is necessary to derive this logic from 
majority logic and find out that if assume one of the inputs 
to be “0” in a majority gate, our output than two other inputs 
will follow AND operator and this indicated in following 
tables that are based on majority logic, from Boolean 
algebra, by putting “0” as input logic, C, we have: 
Out=abc+a’bc+ab’c+abc’+a’b’c                  (2) 

If, C=o, it gives: 
Out= ab 
That is the same as AND we considered. 
 

Table 1- Input and output of AND logic 
 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

A B C F 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 

 
 This approved by SIMON Simulator as below: 
 
If both inputs are “1” 
 

 
 

Figure 8- Output and input of AND of bistable with majority logic 

 
 Both inputs are “0” 

 
                  

Figure 9- Output and input of AND of bistable with majority logic 

 One input is “1” and another one “0” 
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Figure 10- Output and input of AND of bistable with majority logic 

 
B. Designing and Launching OR 
 For designing OR gate, there has been also used of 
specifications stated in part 3 and we find out that if one of 
the inputs is taken with “1”, output function of two other 
inputs will be OR operator function and this is verified in 
following table and SIMON Simulator, from Boolean 
algebra, we have: 
 

Out=abc+a’bc+ab’c+abc’+a’b’c’                     (4) 
 

If C=1, we have: 
Out = a+b                                                 (5) 

 
Table 2- Input and output related to AND logic 

INPUT OUT PUT 

A B C F 
0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 

 
   

If both inputs are “1”: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11 and 12 - Output and input of OR of bistable with majority logic 

 
If one input is “1” and another one “0” 
 

 
 

Figure 13- Output and input of OR of bistable with majority logic 

 
If both are “0” 
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Figure 14- Output and input of OR of bistable with majority logic 
 

C. Designing and Launching BUFFER 
  In electronic, buffer is an amplifier making the 
impedance conduction from a class to another class 
possible, but in computer science, it is responsible for 
saving and receiving the input data, for example in 
printers as well as output gates, it will be saved there 
before sending to output. 
By reviewing part 3, we can find that if one of inputs 
are given “10” and another one “1”, by applying clock 
(Vdd), we can transfer input to output, such that by 
Boolan review and accuracy table we can attain to it: 
 
Out=abc+a’bc+ab’c+abc’+a’b’c’                     (6) 
 
If C=0, A=1, we have: 
Out= B                                                           (7) 
 
Table 3- Input/ Output of Buffer 

INPUTS OUT PUTS 
A B C F 
1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 0 

 
This has been verified by SIMON Simulator as below: 
 
If input is “1”, in after clock output we have: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 15- Buffer simulation with input “1” 

 
And if input is “0”, in after clock output we have: 
 

 
 

Figure 16- Buffer simulation with input “1” 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 
     Single electron tools have low power consumption 
(are economic with easy design) and have low size and 
can be more considered for designing LSI circuits and 
by providing basic gates, it can be more useful in new 
technological era and considerable point is majority 
logic, besides complicated design using it, majority 
logic can provide great function more briefly (based on 
design). This paper recommended basic gates with 
majority logic studied and verified by SIMON 
Simulator. 
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